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QUESTIONS OF THE MY.

THOUGHTS ON THE BIBLICAL

QUESTION.

I.

THE great truth which underlies the traditional

idea of the divine inspiration of Scripture, to

gether with certain of its implications, may be

stated briefly as follows :

God is. in the strict sense, that is, in the ordi

nary, and I may say common-sense, acceptation of

the term, the Author of Scripture.

This implies two things: (1) that the inspired

writer is not so much the author of Scripture as

the instrument employed in writing it
; (2) that

God Himself is directly and personally responsi

ble for every statement contained in Scripture.
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The instrument that God employs He moves

according to its nature, and He avails Himself of

all that there is in the instrument which may in

any way serve His purpose. Now, man is en

dowed with free-will, with reason, with memory,

with imagination, with sense-perception, with

knowledge, and with a faculty of making known

to others what he knows, as well as what is made

known to him. Therefore man becomes God s in

strument in the writing of Scripture when he

freely lends himself to God for this purpose, set

ting at God s disposal his reason, his memory, his

imagination, his aptitude for acquiring knowledge

from any and every source, including divine rev

elation, and lastly his faculty of expressing

thoughts in words

The action of the inspired penman and the ac

tion of the Inspirer, i. e. of God the Holy Ghost,

are not two actions but one action, whereof the

inspired document is the product. In other

words, man is not to be conceived as co-operating

with God in writing the inspired document, but

rather God is to be conceived as accomplishing

the wrork in and through and by means of man.

8
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The work is thus wholly God s work as principal

agent and wholly man s work as instrument.

Therefore one can not put one s finger on any,

even the least, part of Scripture, any statement,

or phrase, or word, and say,
&quot; This is man s work,&quot;

for every part of the work, from first to last, is

both God s and man s, but God s as agent, man s

as instrument. Even the part that is in a more

especial sense God s own, the- element given by

direct revelation, is also man s as it is set forth in

the inspired page ;
for man s intellect, under the

action of the Holy Spirit, first conceived the ideas,

and man s imagination clothed them in words,

and man s hand put the words in writing.

The Bible, like every other book, is made up of

sentences, and every sentence is a complete

thought expressed in words. Now the author of

a book is the author of every sentence contained

in it, excepting citations, in the form either of

direct or indirect narration, which he sets down

without making them his own. For if he makes

them his own, he assumes responsibility for them,

and so far becomes the author of them. Citations

apart, then, God is the author of every sentence

9
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in the Bible, and is personally responsible for

every sentence of it.

It has been debated whether there can be

thoughts without words. Our consciousness at

tests that there can not, at any rate, be thoughts

without sensible images of the things we are think

ing about. Moreover, in a normally constituted in

dividual, the bond between thought and language

is so intimate and so vital that the two, though

quite distinct, are in fact inseparable. Add to

this, that in the concrete case before us, the words

must go with the thoughts, for Scripture is em

bodied thought. And the traditional faith of the

Church makes God the author, not of the thoughts

of Scripture without the words, nor of the words

of Scripture without the thoughts, but of Scrip

ture itself, which consists of thoughts wedded to

words.

Every work of God is of itself a flawless work,

after its kind and in its measure. It follows that

defects in Scripture must be traced to the instru

ment, often somewhat misleadingly spoken of as

the human author, and in no wise to the true

author, God. But there is one defect that even a

10
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human author makes it his first &quot;business to ex

clude from his writings, and that is error. It is

incompatible with veracity that an author should

set down as his own, or as vouched for by him,

aught that he knows is not true. Therefore God,

as the Author of Scripture, can nut suffer to be

made therein any statement, purporting to be the

author s, if it involves falsehood or error in any

form. It is one tiling to cite the false or errone

ous statements of others
;

it is another thing to

set down as one s own what is false or erroneous.

The former is quite compatible with strict verac

ity in any author
;

the latter, in an author

whose veracity is supreme and knowledge infinite,

is simply unthinkable. Therefore, while God

may tolerate in Scripture, by reason of the imper

fection of the human instrument, every defect on

the hither side of falsehood and error, error or

falsehood He cannot tolerate.

Let me add two things, which are in the nature

of corollaries. (1) Those who are busied to-day

with trying to pick Scripture to pieces have to

reckon with God, the Author thereof. (2) There

is not to-day, and never has been, room within

11
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the pale of God s Church for any one who delib

erately holds and affirms that Scripture contains

error. The law of God allows of this as little to

day as it did when St. Augustine declared, In

Answer to I^austus the Manicheau :
&quot; If in Scrip

ture a seeming contradiction perplexes one, it is

not lawful to say, the author of this hook did not

hold to the truth
;
but either the manuscript is

faulty, or the translator made a mistake, or you

do not understand.&quot; Bk. xl, n. 5.

II.

&quot; When we trace the formula [ The Scriptures
have Godfor their Author^ through its various

modifications in the creeds and conciliar defini

tions, from its early use down to the Council of

the Vatican, we become aware that the word
author has no reference to our difficulties re

garding inspiration. The formula was introduced

into the dogmatic language of the Church at the

time when she was combating the errors of Man-
icheism. . . It was anas sertion of the one divine

origin of the Scriptures as against the double

origin taught by Planes. . . .

&quot; It cannot then, I think, be maintained by any
legitimate criticism that in these councils and
creeds any idea of literary authorship was present
to the mind of the Church in the word auctor. . . .

&quot; Whatever sense then the Vatican Council may
12
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be supposed to give to the word auctor, there

can, I think, be no doubt that the word reached

Vatican with the meaning of source, origin, as

opposed to the Manicheans.&quot;
l

&quot; The Catholic Church, in inheriting the canon

of the Hebrew and of the Hellenistic books from

the synagogue, inherited Avith them the belief of

inspiration current among the Jews, by whom the

operations of the Divine Spirit were believed to

extend to the whole substance and form, the sense

and the letter, of Holy Scripture.
&quot;Such was evidently the belief of the early

Christian writers. The writings of the, Fathers

both of the East and West show that they ex

tended the inspiration of the Holy Ghost to the,

whole of Scriptures both to its substance and to

its form
;
so that it is altogether pervaded by the

mind, voice, and authority of God.&quot;

For the citations from the early Christian

writers, which the Cardinal gives (loc. cU.) in con

firmation of his statement, the reader is referred

to Appendix A. If we are to judge of the mean

ing that the word &quot; author &quot; bears in the creeds

and councils by the belief of those early writers

regarding the nature and extent of divine inspira-

iThe Abbot of Downside, in The Tablet, April 15,

1905.

2 Temporal Mission of the Holy Ghost, by Cardinal

Manning (ed. of 1887. p. 147).

13
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tioii which seems to be the only way to form a

correct judgment we must conclude that it signi

fies author in the literary sense. Two tenets of

the Manicheans must be carefully distinguished.

There was the general tenet of the two supreme

principles, one good the other evil, whence all

things proceed ;
and there was the special tenet,

in the nature of a particular application of the

former one, which denied the divine authorship

of the Old Testament, or, what conies to the same

thing, which ascribed to the evil principle the

authorship of the Old Testament. Against this

specific tenet of the Manicheans, the councils de

fined that one and the same God is the Author of

both Testaments, i. e. of the entire Scripture. The

definition ran only indirectly and by implication

in opposition to the two principles of the Man

icheans, in so far, namely, as the specific error re

garding the authorship of the Old Testament was

traceable to the doctrine of the dual principle.

The intention of the councils was therefore to

affirm the traditional belief of the Church re

garding the authorship of the entire Scripture,

as against the Manichean denial of it. And the

14
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meaning of the word &quot;

author,&quot; as used by them,

is to be gathered from that traditional belief,

which is set forth in the early Christian writ

ings.

Moreover, the word &quot;

author,&quot; which of itself

signifies the &quot;

originator
&quot;

of anything whatever,

signifies, in the councils and creeds, the originator

or efficient cause of a determinate thing, Scrip

ture, to wit. But the Scripture is essentially a

literary production. Therefore the word &quot;

author&quot;

necessarily implies literary authorship in the de

crees of the Councils, from Toledo to Vatican.

When St. Augustine, in his work A fn nst

Faiixti .s the 31&amp;lt;uii -h&amp;lt; a, declares, It is not law

ful to say, The Author of this book [The Scrip

ture] did not hold the truth,&quot; he menus literary

authorship, as the sequel shows. For he con

trasts the &quot;faulty codex&quot; with the original, text

of the sacred volume, in which he will admit no

error because God is the author thereof. When

a literary production is traced to an infallible

author there is assigned a cogent reason, and the

only conceivable cogent reason, why it can

contain no error. Every statement made by an

15
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infallible author is infallibly true. Every state

ment made by a fallible author, no matter how

learned and trustworthy, is liable to error, or at

any rate does not exclude error with infallible

certainty.

The Abbot of Downside cites the phrases
&quot; blest

author of the world,&quot;
&quot; author of light and grace,&quot;

&quot;author of faith,&quot; &quot;author of
life,&quot;

&quot;author of

grace,&quot; as illustrating the wide range of meaning

covered by the word &quot; author &quot;

in the language of

the Scripture and of the Church. 1 But to no

purpose. For here, in every instance, the word

signifies either sole efficient cause, or principal as

distinguished from instrumental cause. Thus,

God is sole efficient cause of the world, and prin

cipal cause of grace. As, then, He is not sole effi

cient cause of Scripture, it remains that He is the

principal cause the &quot; auctor principalis
&quot;

of St.

Thomas. Now, according to sound philosophy,

the same effect is wholly attributable to the prin

cipal cause and wholly to the instrumental cause,

though in different ways. It follows that God,

as the principal cause of Scripture, is its true

1 LOG. cit.

16
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literary author, while the inspired penman is but

the literary instrument.

Scripture, like every other literary production,

is thought embodied in writing. It consists of

two elements, ideas, and written symbols which

express them. In like manner every other book,

every literary work of human authorship, consists

of ideas expressed by means of written symbols.

In the generic sense of &quot; first cause,&quot;
&quot;

primary

source,&quot; God is the author of every book that was

ever written. And lie is literary author, else not

author at all
;
for of a literary work no other than

literary authorship is conceivable. But here God
is author only as first cause, concurring with a

true se. -ondary cause, man
;
and in the order of

nature. In. Scripture, on the other hand, the

operation of the Holy Ghost is in the supernatural

order. And the divine concurrence with the

sacred writer, in the act of writing, is the concur-

r-t iice of principal with instrumental cause
;
for no

created agent can concur with God in the super

natural order save as instrument. Xow, the effect

is primarily and absolutely due to the principal

cause, and only in a secondary and subordinate

2 17
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way to the instrumental cause. Thus, the

mechanical act of writing is attributed to the man

who wields the pen, not to the pen. Hence,

while the authorship of every book but the Bible

is to be attributed to the man who wrote it, be

cause he is its principal (though secondary) cause,

the authorship of the Bible is to be attributed to

the Holy Ghost, because the inspired penman was

but His instrument in writing it.

Of the two elements of Scripture, thought and

word, the former is to the latter as the soul is to

the body. The thought, the meaning, of a book is

the soul of the book. The letter that incloses no

meaning is literally dead. On the other hand,

thought without its casing of words is a bodiless

spirit, with which no mortal may commune.

Thus it appears that God has conveyed His mes

sage in a way which is suited to the nature of

man, wedding thoughts to words. And it is in

this act of embodying thought in writing that

literary authorship essentially consists.

When Tertius wrote the Epistle to the Romans

at the dictation of St. Paul, he acted as the Apos

tle s instrument. But being a living and intelli-

18
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gent instrument, he had first to take in mentally

the ideas conveyed to him by word of mouth, and

body them forth in imagination, before commit

ting them to writing. He was inspired by the

Apostle, as the Apostle was inspired by the Holy

Ghost. Xo thought conceived by the Apostle, in

the act of dictating the Epistle, but was first con

ceived by the Holy Ghost
;
no word uttered by

him but was first uttered by the Holy Ghost; for

he conceived of those things only, and he uttered

those things only, which the Holy Ghost inspired

him to conceive and to utter. What the Holy

Ghost thought and spoke after the manner of God

in whom Thought and Word are eternally one,

that the Apostle thought and spoke after the

manner of man, in whom thought and word are

distinct and multiple. It matters not that the

Apostle used his natural faculty of thinking

thoughts, and his natural faculty of uttering

thoughts, and in fact did utter many thoughts

he had naturally acquired. He was not the less

the instrument of the Holy Ghost, since he con

ceived and uttered no thought, whether naturally

acquired or supernaturally infuswd. but was first

19
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conceived and uttered in a superhuman way by
Him who willed that the self-same thought should

also be conceived and uttered in a human way.

Much of what the Apostle dictated to Tertius,

Tertius already knew, and there \vas perhaps not

a single word spoken by the -Apostle that wa.=

not stored away beforehand in the memory of

his amanuensis. Yet is St. Paul the author of

the ^Epistle t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; tJie Romans, that is, humanly speak

ing, and in so far as the thing may be known by

the light of reason only. For, by the light of

faith, the Holy Ghost, who spoke b}
T the mouth of

Paul, is revealed as the Author of that Epistle.

Let us follow somewhat further this instruct

ive analogy, which is so close as to be almost a

parallel, between the action of St. Paul in dic

tating to Tertius this Letter to the Romans and

the action of the Holy Ghost in dictating (the

word is Leo XIII s) to the Apostle the same

Letter. The essential prerequisite of Tertius s

having any part in the work was that he should

freely lend himself to the Apostle faithfully to

execute his will. In like manner, the essential

prerequisite of St. Paul s becoming the spokes-

20
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man of the Holy Ghost was that he should freely

lend himself faithfully to execute the Divine

Will. Tertius knew beforehand, as has been

already observed, a great deal of what he wrote

down at the dictation of the Apostle, and he had

the natural faculty of setting forth in words what

he knew. It was only the things he did not know,

and the words (if any) that were wanting in his

own vocabulary, that would, have to be made

known to him. Now let us suppose that the

Apostle could, by the mere act of his will, so in

fluence and control the mind of Tertius that the

latter would, with unerring accuracy, select, from

his repertory of ideas and from his repertory of

words, just those ideas and those words that the

Apostle wished him to select; and let us suppose

further that the Apostle could, without uttering

a syllable, suggest to Tertius such words and ideas

as were wanting to him
;
Tertius would, under the

supposed conditions, stand inexactly the same re

lation to the Apostle in which the Apostle himself

stood to the Holy Ghost. As a matter of fact, the

Apostle spoke, and had to speak, every word that

Tertius took down from his dictation. But this

21
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was because, being a ma.ii, lie bad to dictate after

the manner of men. The Holy Ghost, on the

other hand, being God, dictated after a divine

and to us incomprehensible manner, influencing,

controlling, illuminating, and directing the mind

of the Apostle so that he spoke those things, and

only those things, that the Holy Ghost willed he

should speak.

When the Fathers say that Scripture was writ

ten at the dictation of the Holy Ghost, the con

ception of a dictation after the manner of men is

altogether foreign to their minds. They conceive

of the Holy Ghost, acting, not from without, but

from within, where Spirit meets with spirit, for

Closer is He than breathing, and nearer than hands or

feet.

And they conceive of Him as speaking, not

with words that cleave the air and break upon

the ear, but with the Word that, being silent,

yet speakcth, and is heard by the inner ear of

the spirit after an ineffable way. The object

of the one who dictates is attained when he

o;ets the secretary to put down precisely what

he wants. If this be accomplished without sen-
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sible signs, the dictation is superhuman indeed,

but not the less real, and even more effective, be

cause divine. So real and so effective do the

Fathers regard the divine dictation to have been,

that they admit no idea and no word to be in

the Scripture which is not there by the express

will of the Holy Ghost. Thus St. Augustine,

seeking an explanation of how St. Matthew

came to attribute to Jeremiah instead of to

Zachary the words of the prophecy about Judas

(Matt. 27 : 3-10) says :
&quot; How then is the matter

to be explained but by supposing that this was

done in accordance with the more secret counsel

of that providence of God by which the minds

of the Evangelists Avere governed. For it may

be that when Matthew was writing his Gospel

the name Jeremiah occurred to his mind instead

of Zachary, as often happens. But past all doubt

he would have changed this, at least on having

his attention called to it by some one who might

have read it while he himself was yet in the flesh,

had he not reflected that it was not without

design the name of the one prophet instead of

the other had occurred to his memory, which was

23
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ruled by the Holy Ghost, and that it was the

Lord s purpose to have it so written.&quot;

To deny that tin; Holy Ghost could exorcise

such control, and bring about His purpose in

such a way, wen; to deny that He is (rod. Hut

we may go farther and say that to deny that He

actually did so is to deny (hat He is the Author

of Scripture. The substance of Scripture consists

(a) of truths and facts known otherwise than by
direct revelation, and (b) truths and facts known

by direct revelation. Similarly, the form of it con

sists of (a) words supplied by the inspired writer,

and, in certain cases, (b) words suggested by the

Holy Ghost. Now supposing that the Holy Ghost

did not at all concur as principal agent in writing

the Scripture, but only as rirst cause in the order

of nature, or again as enlightening the mind only,

not controlling the will and every faculty ; and

that He did but suggest the things and words

that the sacred writer could not know without a

special revelation
;
He could no more be said to bo

the Author of Scripture than Samuel Johnson

can be said to be the author of Goldsmith s

1 De cons, evang. 1. 3, c. 7.
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Traveller. For we may assume that Goldsmith

did get not a little light from his learned friend

while he was writing that poem, and Johnson did

in fact contribute just half a do/on lines to it.

But while lie may ho thought to have influenced

the mind of Goldsmith in the writing of it, lie is

author only of the lines that he contributed him

self.

It may be urged that there remains a vast dif

ference between the two eases, for that God not

only enlightens the mind of the sacred writer, and

makes a direct revelation of certain things, but is,

in the order of nature, the first cause of the writ

ing of Scripture. This is quite true. But if the

authorship of Scripture is to be ascribed to God

on this score, so must also the authorship of

The Tutu filer, as well as of every poem and book

ever produced. The concurrence of God as first

cause in the order of nature is uniform in all

authorship, and does not render the authorship

divine, for the reason that God so concurs with

authors as secondary causes as not to rob them of

their natural causality, but rather to make their

causality real and efficient. The uninspired

25
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author of a book is real author of the book, and,

being a free agent, is responsible for every state

ment contained in it. On the other hand, the

man who writes under the inspiration of the Holy

Ghost is not the real author of the inspired writ

ing, exeept in a secondary and subordinate sense.

And, inasmuch as lie freely puts himself at the

disposal of the Divine Spirit, his responsibility is

merged in that of the Divine Spirit.

It is certain, with the certainty of divine faith,

that God is the Author of the Book of Judith,

and of the two Books of the Machabees. It is

certain, though with a certainty of a different

order, that He is not the Author of St. Thomas

Summa Theologica, nor of the Imitation of Christ.

Of both of these works He is first cause in the

order of nature. In both of them one may find

tokens not a few of supernatural help vouchsafed

to the authors in the production of them, while

the evidence of such help, in the case of the Books

of Scripture mentioned above, is, at least to

human seeming, scant enough, if indeed there be

any at all. Yet the certain fact remains, without

any shadow of doubt, that God is the Author of

26
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the latter works, not the Author of the former.

It will forever pass the wit of man to devise any

explanation of that fact other than this: Of

Scripture, and of Scripture only, God is the

Author in the ordinary acceptation of the term, in

that He is the principal agent in the writing of

it, By the common consent of mankind, founded

upon reasons that are rooted in the very nature

of things, the word &quot;

author,&quot; as applied to the

producer of a literary work, signifies, not the first

cause, nor the instrument or amanuensis, nor yet

the patron and helper, hut the principal agent in

the production of it. We must conclude, then,

that the Church, in defining it to be of faith that

God is the Author of the entire Scripture, uses

the word &quot;

author,&quot; in the acceptation of the term

which it has, in that connection, from the com

mon consent of mankind.

The teaching of Leo XTIT, in his great Ency

clical on the Study of Scripture, is as clear and

explicit on this point, in this same sense, as it is

authoritative. After first declaring that &quot; all the

books which the Church receives as sacred and

canonical are written wholly and entirely, with
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all their parts, at the dictation of the Holy

Ghost,&quot; and that this &quot;is the ancient and un

changing faith of the Church, solemnly denned

in the Councils of Florence and Trent, and

finally confirmed and more expressly formulated

by the Council of the Vatican,&quot; he goes on to

say :

&quot;Hence, because the Holy Ghost employed
men as His instruments, we can not therefore

say that it was these inspired instruments who,

perchance, have fallen into error, and not the

primary author. For, by supernatural power,

He so moved and impelled them to write He
was so present to them that the things which

He ordered, and those only, they, first, rightly

understood, then willed faithfully to write down,
and finally expressed in apt words and with in

fallible truth. Otherwise, it could not be said

that He was the Author of the entire Scripture.

Such has always been the persuasion of the

Fathers. *

Therefore, says St. Augustine, since

they wrote the things which He showed and

littered to them, it cannot be pretended that He
is not the writer; for His members executed

28
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what their Head dictated.
1 And St. Gregory

the Great thus pronounces : Most superfluous is

it to inquire who wrote these things we loyally

believe the Holy Ghost to be the Author of the

book. He wrote it who dictated it for writing ;

He wrote it who inspired its execution .

III.

The doctrine of plenary inspiration, which may

well be described as the received doctrine of the

Church in contradistinction to the theories of

theologians, rests upon the divinely revealed fact

that God is the Author of Scripture. Since the

Holy Ghost is the real Author of Scripture in that

lie is the principal agent in the composition of it,

and since Scripture like every other writing is

composed of thoughts and words, and since the

action whereby thoughts are embodied in words

is the essential action of authorship, it follows

that the causative influence of the Divine Spirit

extends to the embodiment of the thoughts in.

apt words, and thus pervades the whole of Scrip-

l De cons, evang., 1., c. 35. 2
Pracf. in Job, n. 2.

29
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tare. Unless the Spirit of God controls the

essential action of authorship, which consists in

the uniting of the formal element of thought with

the material element of language, He cannot in

any true sense be said to be the Author of

Scripture.

The theory which confines inspiration to the

&quot; res et sententiae,&quot; in other words, to the thought
of Scripture, overlooks the fact that Scripture is

the Word of God. How is it the Word of God if

only the thought be divinely inspired ? At most

it might be said to be the Thought of God, or,

more properly speaking, to contain the Thought
of God. It could in no wise be said to be the

Word of God.

Practically and in matter of fact, on the theory

that we are dealing with, far the greater part of

Scripture, whole books indeed, would be neither

the Thought nor the Word of God. Take, for

instance, the Second Book of Machabees. It does

not appear that any part of the thought of this

Book was given by direct revelation. It contains

no new revelation, nothing that the writer could

not have known himself, or at least have drawn

30
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fi-om pre-existing sources. That he did draw the

matter of the whole work, with the exception of

the prologue, from the historical narratives of

Jason of Cyrene, he tells us himself (c. 2, v. 24).

In what sense, then, can the thought of the Book,

the &quot;res et scntrntiae,&quot; he said to be irr-.pi red and

the language not inspired? The thought is as

much the writer s own, in the sense of not being

gotten from the TToly Ghost, as is the language

in which it is clothed ;
or rather the thought is

less the writer s own, and therefore less liable to

be inspired, than is the language, because it is

borrowed from an uninspired source. If, then,

inspiration does not ex end to the language,

neither does it to the thought. But it is of faith

that the whole Book, with all its parts, was

written under the inspiration of the Holy Ghost,

The task of reconciling with this doctrine of faith

the theory of the &amp;lt; res et sententiae
&quot; must be

handed over to the advocates of that theory.

Furthermore, it is of faith, as defined by the

Council of the Vatican, that all the Books of the

Old Testament and the New, with all their parts,

&quot;were written under the inspiration of the Holy
31
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Qllost Spirits Sancto mspirante conscripti&quot;

The expression &quot;conscripti&quot; signifies precisely

the act of embodying thought in written symbols.

It is of the process of composing or writing that

the Council predicates inspiration, not of the

thought as such, nor of the words as such.

Inspiration is affirmed of the thought and the

language only indirectly and by implication or

consequence, inasmuch as the process of composi

tion consists in putting thoughts into words,

which thoughts and words can not help coming

under the divine influence that governs the proc

ess in question. It is the process itself that is

inspired, according
to the definition of the Council.

And inasmuch as the effect of inspiration is stated

to be that the Sacred Books &quot;have God for their

Author Spiritu Sancto inspirante conscripti

Deum habent auctorem,&quot; are the words of the

Council it follows that the Holy Ghost so gov

erns and controls the composition of the Sacred

Books that lie, and not the writer, is the prin

cipal agent thereof. Therefore the language as

well as the thought comes under the influence of

His inspiration.
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The Fathers speak of Scripture as the Epistle

of the Almighty to His creature, man. He might

have written this Epistle Himself, as He wrote

the Law for the Israelites on tables of stone, but

lie chose rather to get men to write it for Him.

lie employed different persons to write it, as oc

casion required, at different times, and in different

places, but they wrote only what He willed and

inspired them to Avrite. True, they wrote in

their own name and as if they were the real

authors, yet He alone is the real Author, and they

were but His instruments. So the priest, in the

the tribunal of penance, speaks in his own name,

saying,
&quot; I absolve thee,&quot; yet it is God who really

absolves, and the priest is but His instrument.

And because God employed different persons to

convey His written message to mankind, there

fore in the various Books of Scripture the style

of writing varies, for, as has been well and tersely

said, the style is the man. Each man has his own

way of conceiving things, and his own way of

bodying forth in imagination the things that he

conceives, and his own way of putting the things

so conceived and bodied forth into writing. Nay,
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the style of the same man is found to differ at

different periods of his life, and he ever varies his

style according to his theme.

The message Scripture conveys is thus God s

own message, but it is conveyed after a human

fashion. For the sacred writers, as Pope Leo

XIII. expresses it, &quot;put down what God, speaking

to men, signified, in the way men could under

stand and were accustomed to.&quot; God willed that

what He Himself first conceived and purposed to

deliver unto man as His Word, should be thought

out after Him in a human way, and draped in

human imagery, and written in characteristically

human terms. The essential function of the

inspired instrument consisted thus in re-thinking

the thought of God and setting it forth &quot; in the

way men could understand and were accustomed

to.&quot; Within certain wide limits he was perfectly

free to re-think and re-state the thought of God

in what form he pleased, that is, so long as he

set down that which God willed and did not set

down that which God did not will. What he

finally did set down was set clown by the will of

the Omnipotent Spirit who employed him to
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write, for it is the prerogative of Omnipotence

to bring about just what He wills by means of

free agents without robbing them of their free

dom.

Words, of their very nature, represent ideas,

as ideas represent tilings. The truth of language

lies in its correspondence to the ideas that are in

the mind of the one who employs it, as the truth

of the ideas lies in their correspondence to things

as these are in themselves ;
for truth is the cor

respondence of the intellect and the thing. Hence

words are for the sake of ideas, and ideas for the

sake of things. Now, there are two classes of

ideas (taking the word &quot; idea &quot; in a wide sense),

and two classes of words corresponding to these.

There are purely intellectual ideas, represented

by common nouns and words denoting things or

attributes of things in the abstract, such as man,

life, wisdom ;
and there are sensory ideas, more

properly called images, represented by words that

denote things or attributes of things in the con

crete, as they appear to the senses and the imagi

nation, for instance, John, white, stand, etc. This

latter class includes all words used in a figurative
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sense, i. e. in a sense suggested by the imagina

tion. The former class of words appeal and, as it

were, speak directly to the intellect, the latter only

indirectly, that is, in so far as they awaken images

of things in the fancy or imagination, which images

suggest ideas to the intellectual faculty. Thus,

when you say,
&quot; Man is mortal,&quot; you appeal direct

to the intellect, which, at once grasps the truth

of the proposition. But when you say,
&quot; The

sun stood,&quot; you address yourself primarily to

the senses and the imagination, and do but sug

gest an idea to the intellect incidentally a false

idea if the intellect be imbued with false pre

conceptions regarding the motion of the heavenly

bodies.

The distinction between these two classes of

words and ideas has a vital bearing on the ques

tion of inspiration, as well as on the question of

Biblical inerrancy that is so closely bound up

with it. The scope and aim of inspiration is

to guarantee the truth of every statement made

in Scripture. Now, not the senses nor the imagi

nation but the intellect is the abode of absolute

truth. On the other hand, man is essentially a
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creature of sense and imagination, and God s truth,

which is meant, not merely for the man of science

and the philosopher, but especially for the &quot; little

ones &quot;

to whom it has pleased the Father to re

veal it, mast reach its home in the intellect by

way of the senses and the imagination. Through

these channels, therefore, it must he conveyed,

and the language of inspiration is thus largely the

vehicle of sensory images.

The distinction just laid down founds a further

distinction between what may be called the truth

of phenomena and the truth of noiimena
;

in

other words, between the truth of tilings as seen

by the senses and the truth of things as seen by

the intellect. Absolute truth, as said above, is in

the intellect alone, for it alone judges of things

as they are in themselves and not merely as they

may appear to the senses. But the senses, too,

have in some sort their truth, inasmuch as there

is conformity between sensory images and the

things of the outer world which these images rep

resent. Now the narrator of current events and

the historian, so long as he confines himself to a

recital of facts and does not pass judgment upon
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them or theorize about them, are solely concerned
with the truth of phenomena, and must be ad

judged to give a true account of events and facts

when they relate what has been actually observed.

Thus, the person who, describing a total eclipse
of the sun, should say that the whole face of that

luminary was darkened, would be giving a true

account of the phenomenon as he saw it. Were
he to say that he observed the passage of the

moon between himself and the sun s disc, he
would not only be saying what was literally un

true, but would also be giving a vague and un

satisfactory account of the phenomenon, for the

moon passes between the observer and the sun as

well during a partial and annular eclipse of the

latter as during a total eclipse.

Let us now consider some instances of alleged
error in Scripture in the light of these distinctions.

First of all, there is the classic instance of the

stupendous phenomenon recorded in the Book of

Josue. Then Josue spoke to the Lord in the

day that he delivered the Amorrhite in the sight
of the children of Israel, and he said before them :

Move not, O sun, toward Gabaon, nor thou, O
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moon, toward the valley of Ajalon. And the sun

and the moon stood still [or waited].&quot;
Ib. 10:

12, 13. Here the language throughout is a ve

hicle of sensory images, and of truth so far forth

as it is contained in the so. It is, on the face of

it, the truth of phenomena. The sacred writer

gives an absolutely true account of the phenom

enon as it was observed by eye-witnesses. The

sun, which appears to move, was seen to stand

for hours at a certain point in the heavens. This

is what was observed ;
this is what is recorded ;

this is what the reader pictures to himself in

imagination Hut the phenomenon us impressed

on the imagination is meant to suggest cert. tin

ideas to the mind. And there are two ideas that

it necessarily suggests. The first is that the day

must have been lengthened beyond its natural

term
;
the second, that so extraordinary a phenom

enon must have been produced by the Author

of nature. Both of these ideas are absolutely

true; and inasmuch as the words of the text

necessarily suggest them, it follows that the lan

guage of the sacred writer, while expressing the

truth of phenomena, logically implies and contains
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the truth of noumena. In fact, the writer him-

self, in the very next verse, goes on to state it,

saying,
&quot; There was not before or after so long a

(lay, the Lord obeying the voice of man, and fight

ing for Israel.

But, it may be urged, do not the words,
&quot; And

the sun and the moon stood
still,&quot; imply also

that both those who witnessed the prodigy and
the one who recorded it were under the impres
sion that the sun revolves round the earth ? They
may imply this, but need not. For these words
but describe, with literal exactness, what the

witnesses of the prodigy saw with their own

eyes. The astronomical truth underlying the

phenomenon did not enter into the question at

all, for plain it is that no explanation of it could

be given on astronomical principles. The man
who says he saw the sun grow dark during an

eclipse may believe that it really did grow dark,
or he may not. But if he were inspired to tell

with infallible truth what he saw, he Avould not

vary his statement by one jot or tittle, for that

is precisely what he did see.

Let us take another instance, in a widely dif-
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ferent sphere. In the Gospels, Mary and Joseph

are spoken of as &quot; the parents
&quot;

of Jesus, and

Joseph is called &quot;the father&quot; of Jesus. Here

again we have the truth of phenomena. During

His childhood and until Tie revealed Himself to

the world as the Son of God, our Lord was re

puted by all (saving only the two who knew of

the mystery), and outwardly appeared to he, the

Son of Joseph. Describing this period of His

life, the Evangelists speak of Him as everybody

spoke of Him at the time; including the Virgin

for (lie sake of whose reputation He deigned to

pass as the Son of the (Airpentcr of Xa/.aretli.

The Virgin Birth, which we know from the

Evangelists themselves, was then known only to

the Virgin and to her spouse. When the time

came for our Lord to declare Himself openly to

be what He really was, He no longer figures in

the Gospel narrative as the Son of Joseph, but is

still known as Mary s Son, which He was as truly

as He was the Only Begotten of the, Father.

Dealing with that earlier time, then, the Evan

gelists, &quot;expressing,&quot;
as St. Jerome says, &quot;the

opinion of the people, which is the true law of
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history, called [Joseph] the father of the Sav

iour.&quot; Not that the opinion of the people about

what they falsely take to be a fact can be the

foundation of a true history than which what

could be more absurd ? but that the true law of

history is to set down phenomena as they exist

and are observed. The truth of phenomena had

to be recorded not less than the truth of noumena

the absolute truth of the thing in itself. And
this latter the Evangelists do not fail to record

in its proper place. There is thus no error in

fact, nor occasion of error given.

One more instance. In Matt. 14: 9, it is re

lated that &quot; Herod was struck sad
*

because the

daughter of Herodias said,
&quot;

( live me here in a dish

the head of John the Baptist.&quot; Commenting on

this passage, St. Jerome observes that here Herod

is said to have been struck sad because the ban

queters thought lie was. The hypocrite, indeed,

and the homicide,&quot; he goes on to say, &quot;feigned

sadness in his countenance, although he Avas

really joyful in his heart,&quot; Yet the Evangelist

says that Herod was struck sad. He is relating,

probably from the testimony of eyewitnesses,
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what took place at the banquet.
1 To those who

were present on that occasion Herod appeared

to be sad. From the expression of his counte

nance they judged him to be sad, and afterwards

related that he was struck sad, and so the Evan

gelist set it down. So, in his description of the

Last Supper, the same Evangelist, who was

himself an eyewitness of what he describes, says,

that when our Lord foretold His betrayal by one

of those who sat at table with Him, they were

exceeding sorrowful, and began to say unto Him

every one, Is it T, Lord ?
&quot; Matt. 26 : 22. Again it

is the truth of phenomena : things are recorded ex

actly as they were observed, and &quot;the true law of

history
&quot;

requires that they should be so recorded.

One of those who seemed to be &quot;exceeding

sorrowful
&quot; was the traitor Judas. He, too, like

Herod had already before this time sought an

opportunity of doing the thing of which the very

thought now appears to make him sad (Cf. Matt.

26 : 10, and 14 : 5), yet the Evangelist numbers

i &quot; The custom of Scripture is to refer historial records

to the testimony of eye-witnesses.&quot;-
-Note A on Gen. 8,

in
&quot; The Speaker s Commentary, p. 70.
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him with those whom he describes as &quot;exceeding

sorrowful,&quot; on the same principle that he de

scribes Herod at the banquet as having been

&quot;struck sad.&quot; It is the principle which Jerome

calls &quot;the true law of history, that facts should

be recorded as they have been observed. The

historian had to set things down as lie found

them, and lie had no right as historian, to assume

that the man \vlio looked sad was only shamming.

Herod was minded to put the Baptist to death,

but feared the people who esteemed him as a

prophet (Matt. 14: 5). lie sought and found at a

banquet the coveted opportunity of doing what he

was minded to do, but feigned sadness so as to

deceive the people, and make it appear that it

was solely his conscientious regard for the sacred

obligation of the oath he had taken that led him

to behead the Baptist. In like manner, Judas

was minded to deliver his Master over to the

Jews to be put to death, but feared the people

who so recently had acclaimed Jesus as the Son

of David and wished to make Him their King.

Therefore, lie &quot;sought opportunity to betray Him

in the absence of the multitude&quot; (Luke 22 : 6),
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and found the coveted opportunity on occasion of

a banquet, when the multitude had withdrawn to

keep the Pasch, but feigned sadness when the

opportunity was offered, in order to cover up

his fell purpose under a cloak of devotion to his

Master.

Such is the truth of noumcna, as we may gather

it from the Gospel by putting this and that to

gether. But, in describing what took place at

the banquet given by Herod, and afterwards at

the banquet given by the Master to Ifis disciples,

the Evangelist, true to his character as a his

torian, tells us exactly what happened, as any

other faithful historian would have told it. The

historian is not a searcher of hearts. lie does

but relate as a man what men see and hear,

phenomena, the things that appear outwardly.

To tell what passes in the secret recesses of the

heart is not the part of a historian but the part of

a seer, and the Evangelist had no call on him to

play the seer where the Holy Ghost, who em

ployed him to write, wanted him to play the his

torian. &quot; Man sees those things that appear, but

the Lord beholdeth the heart.&quot; I. Kings, 16: 7.
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Supposing the Lord, who beholdeth the heart, saw

that Herod was not really sad at heart though

he appeared to be, there was no reason why He

should reveal this to men, save in so far as they

might gather it themselves from the whole con

text of the Gospel. There was urgent reason

why He should not make the Evangelist repre

sent Herod as being glad on the occasion in ques

tion, for there were living when the Gospel of

Matthew appeared, men who had seen Herod sad,

and they would be in a position to say with some

show of reason what St. Augustine warns us we

may never say A.uctorhujus libri non tenuit veri-

tatem The author of this book held not to the

truth,

To resume here what has been said above,

words are for the sake of ideas, and ideas for the

sake of things. But the ideas may be sensory or

they may be intellectual, and the words may

convey sense-impressions merely or they may

convey intellectual concepts and judgments.

And because in Scripture there can be no false

hood, its words always convey the truth of sense-

impressions, that is of phenomena, or the truth
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of intellectual perceptions, that is of noumena.

The latter is absolute, or, as the schoolmen would

phrase it, veritas simpliciter dicta / the former,

being the correspondence of the sensory image

to its object, is so far forth relative, veritas secun-

dit;m quid. Again, the truth of phenomena is his

torical truth, in so far forth as history is a record

or chronicle of facts and events that come under

the knowledge of the senses and are known by

the testimony of witnesses
;
the truth of noumena

is ontological or philosophical, known by the

light of reason or the higher light of revelation.

Noumenally, an entity is either one or more than

one
;

it can not be one and more than one at the

same thn* . Phenomenally, paradoxical though
it be, a given fact as seen from different points of

view or recorded for different purposes, may be

one and more than one at the same time. The

knights in the fable, who fought over the color

of the shield, forgot this important truth. St.

Matthew relates that two blind men were cured

by our Lord as lie came out from Jericho (c. 20,

v. 30 seq) St. Mark makes mention of but one

(c. 10, v. 46 scq). Yet there is no contradic-
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tion
;

for he who says there were two neces

sarily implies that there was one, while he

who says there was one does not necessarily

imply that there were not two. Matthew was, in

all probability, an eyewitness of the miracle,

and relates what he saw, while Mark relates

what he had from others, who made mention

only of &quot;

Bartiniceus, the son of Timseus,&quot; per

haps because they knew him personally, or be

cause he was widely known, or because he be

came prominent afterwards among the disciples,

or because the Evangelist made particular in

quiry about him. He who tells the truth, even

though he should not tell the whole truth, can

not be charged with falsehood, provided he does

not profess to be telling the whole truth, or is

not under some special obligation to tell the

whole truth.

Again, the truth of phenomena, belonging as it

does to the world of sense, the world of ap

pearances, is on the surface and in the letter of

Scripture ;
the truth of noumena, which dwells

in the world of mind and spirit, is often hidden

and to be got at only by putting this and that
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together, or by the illumination of faith. When

Christ said,
&quot; Before Abraham was made I AM,&quot;

He expressed only the truth of noumena, and those

who went by what sensibly appeared were scan

dalized at the saying. When He said,
&quot; The bread

that I will give is my flesh,&quot; He expressed the

truth of noumena in terms of the truth ofphenom

ena, in such wise that the latter did not ex

clude the former, though it appeared to do so.

That the Eucharistic Bread is His Flesh, taken

in the carnal or phenomenal sense, is absurd and

contradictory ;
taken in the noumenal sense, it is

spirit and life. That which appears to be bread

is not bread but the Body of Christ. Another

instance, among many, of the truth of noumena

expressed in terms of the truth of phenomena is in

Gen. 6 : 6,
&quot; It repented [God] that he had made

man on the earth, and being touched inwardly

with sorrow, etc.&quot;

&quot;Words,&quot;
it has been well said, &quot;are wise

men s counters they do but reckon by them

but they are the money of fools.&quot; Under the

guidance of the Spirit of Wisdom the sacred

writers used words as counters : so they con-
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veyed the truth to their readers the words they
used to wrap it up in mattered little. Looking
at the thing from this point of view, St. Augus
tine, in one place, seems to speak almost disparag

ingly of &quot; consecrated
sounds,&quot; implying that it is

the meaning of Scripture that matters, not the

words. The New Testament writers, in quoting
those of the Old, reproduced the meaning, not the

exact words sens urn quaesisse, non verba, as St.

Jerome has it. It is plain they went on the same

principle even when quoting the Master : their

words do not tally exactly, but the sense is the

same, though one may quote more than another.

The sense is always the truth of iioumena, the

ipsissima verba would be but the truth of phe

nomena, and the truth of noumena is what we have

to seek in things divine the truth that alone is

absolute and varies not. The three Evangelists

and St. Paul, while differing in some details,

agree in saying that our Lord at the Last Supper
took bread into his hands, broke it, and blessed

it, and gave it to His disciples, saying, This is

My Body, and likewise the chalice, saying, This

is My Blood of the New Testament which shall
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be shed for many. This is the truth of nou-

menon in the Eucharist, and this alone it is that

matters. It matters not at all in what precise

words it was first conveyed by the Master.

Tn the light of the distinction that has now

been applied in several instances many seeming

contradictions and errors disappear from Scrip

ture. The inspired writer always holds to the

truth, but whether it be the truth of phenomena

merely, or the truth of nonmonu, or both, has to

be carefully determined in each case. St. Jude

(14, 15) quotes a prophecy of &quot;Enoch, the

seventh from Adam,&quot; and applies it to certain im

pious men of his time. That prophecy occurs in

an apocryphal work known as the Book of Enoch.

Whether Jude took it from thence or not we have

no means of knowing, for he does but say that

Enoch prophesied, and quote the prophecy. He

gives us the truth of noumena. It has been in

ferred that he took the prophecy from the book

because it is found there, and it has been con

jectured that he cites it as genuine simply on

the strength of the current belief among the Jews

of the day that the work in question was genuine.
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The inference is clearly not a necessary one, for

he may have got it from tradition, or even by

direct revelation. The conjecture is derogatory

to the Divine Author of Scripture. Supposing for

argument s sake that Jude did quote from the

Book of Enoch, surely the Holy Ghost could

guarantee the genuineness of a prophecy which lie

Himself had uttered. If the Spirit of God could

and did make known to Jude that the prophecy

applied to certain men of his time, He could and

did make known that it was genuine, no matter

where it was found or how it had been handed

down. Under His unerring guidance the Church

has been able to select the canonical books of the

New Testament from among a mass of apocry

phal writings. Much more could Jude, under

the immediate inspiration of the Holy Ghost,

select a genuine prophetic utterance from the

matter contained in an apocryphal book. The

inference and conjecture in question rest on a very

unstable basis. It is the truth of phenomena

the correspondence between the words quoted by

Jude and the words found in the Book of Enoch,

a correspondence which in any case is not per-
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feet, for the words do by no means tally. But

we ought not to be asked to take in payment for

the debt of truth that Biblical criticism owes us

&quot; the money of fools.&quot;

Another instance of seeming error is found in

Mutt. 27 : 9, 10. A prophecy is there attributed

to Jeremiah which does not occur in Jeremiah but

iii Zachary. Here again we have but conjecture

based on a certain correspondence or similarity

in the words. That the correspondence is far

from perfect may be best shown by putting the

two passages side by side in parallel columns.

MATT. 27 : 9, 10.

And they took the thirty

pieces of silver, the price

of Him that was prized,

whom they prized of all

the children of Israel ;
and

they gave them unto the

potter s field, as the Lord

appointed to me.

ZAOII. 11 : 12, 18.

And they \veiglied for

my .vages thirty pieces of

silver. And 1 ho Lord said

to me, Cast it to the stat-

uarv, a goodly price that

I was prk-ed at by them.

And I took the thirty

pieces of silver, and I cast

them into the house of the

Lord to the statuary.

It may be said that, if we have not here the

exact truth of phenomena, we have that of nou-

inena, and that it is this the Evangelist sought,
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according to the dictum of St. Jerome &quot;the

sense not the words,&quot; sensum non verba. But the

correspondence in the words, such as it is, is

much more evident than the correspondence in

the sense. Indeed the sense (noumenal) in both

passages is exceedingly obscure, yet one should

be sure of what the sense is to be sure of the

correspondence. For one thing, &quot;the potter s

field
&quot; which figures prominently in Matthew is

conspicuous by its absence in Zachary. lS
T
ow,

Jeremiah does speak of the purchase of a field

(32 : 8), and of weighing out the price thereof

in silver
(&quot;

seven staters and ten pieces &quot;),
and of

putting the deed of purchase in an earthen ves

sel (32 : 14), which, as St. Augustine suggests,

might be understood mystically of the potter s

field that was purchased with the price of our

Lord s betrayal, to be used as a burial-place for

strangers. May it not be, then, that the Evan

gelist, under the inspiration of the Holy Ghost,

understood both passages to refer to the same

transaction, and so combined them, having, be

fore his mind the mystic sense of the passage in

Jeremiah and the literal sense rather, of the pas-
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sage in Zachary, and attributing the whole proph

ecy to the prophet who first uttered it ? The sup

position is the more reasonable that St. Mark does

this very thing, combining two distinct prophecies

relating to the same event, one from Malachy

the other from Isaiah, and attributing the whole

to the major prophet by whose mouth the Holy

Ghost first uttered it (Mark I : 2, 3). But if this

explanation of the matter seems far-fetched, there

is another that, even on merely critical grounds, is

infinitely preferable to the preposterous sup

position that St. Matthew mistook Zachary for

Jeremiah. It is that the prophecy about the

thirty pieces of silver paid to Judas and sub

sequently used to buy the potter s field is taken

from a genuine work of Jeremiah s now lost,

to the existence of which in his day the writer of

the Second Book of Machabees bears witness,

viz.,
&quot; the Descriptions (or memoirs) of Jeremiah

the prophet&quot; (II).
2 : 1). Apart altogether from

the fact that he was inspired, it is incredible that

Matthew, who was so familiar with the prophet

ical writings of the Old Testament, should have

blundered so, or that the blunder should have
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remained uncorrected. The faculty of finding

flaws is not altogether peculiar to modern criti

cism.

It is, then, a prolific source of misconception to

postulate in Scripture the truth of phenomena

&quot;where it is only the truth of nouinena that the

sacred writer intends to convey ;
or conversely,

to postulate the truth of nouinena where the

Holy Ghost intends merely to state the truth of

phenomena. Because of misconception on this

latter score, even Catholic writers have been led

to affirm that the inspired penmen sometimes ex

press doubts, when in fact they do but set forth

the truth of phenomena the truth of things as

they appear to the senses, and somewhat in the

rough, as it were. Thus, St. John (0:19) tells

us that the disciples, on a certain occasion,

&quot;rowed about twenty-live or thirty furlongs.&quot;

He had measured the distance with his eye,

which gives but approximately correct measure

ment, but correct enough for his purpose, which

was to give the truth of phenomena.
1 It would

1 It was night, too, on the Sea of Galilee, and only the

practised eye of the fisherman, keen to discern head-
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surely be absurd to insist on the truth of nou-

mena in such a case to require that the dis

tance should have been measured with a log-line

or that the Holy Ghost should have revealed it

with mathematical exactness.

Doubt, like certainty, is primarily an affection

of the mind. But while certainty involves a

judgment of the mind, affirmative or negative,

the essence of doubt lies in the suspension of

judgment, either because of the equipollence of

the pros and cons, or because of the absence of all

solid motive for forming a judgment. In this

latter case we have not so much doubt as lack of

knowledge. Now every proposition, or, to speak

after the manner of grammarians, every sentence,

expresses a judgment, in which something is

mentally affirmed or denied of something else.

Therefore, per se, no proposition, no sentence ex

presses a doubt. Per acddens, however, a sen

tence may express a doubt, inasmuch as it sets

forth, not the judgment of the mind, but the fact

that no judgment has been formed, that is to say

lands and other such landmarks, could have told the

distance even approximately ,
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the mental state of doubt, as &quot;I doubt whether

this is true.&quot;
*

Also, a sentence may imply a

doubt, and this happens as often as some such

adverbial modifier as &quot;

perhaps
&quot;

affects the pred

icate (in logic the copula) of the sentence, as,

&quot;Perhaps he will never comeback.&quot; With the

help of a ringer s Concordance I am unable to

find a single instance in all Scripture where the

sacred writer says of himself an writer that he

doubts. The only even apparent instance I can

rind is in Gal. 4 : 20, where the Apostle seems to

say of his dearly beloved but &quot; foolish
&quot; Gala-

tians that he does not know what to make of

them. The Vulgate renders dTropofyuu eV v/xTv by

confundor in vobis, which the Douay translates &quot; I

am ashamed for
you.&quot;

The King James Version

has &quot; I stand in doubt of
you,&quot;

and the &quot;Revised

Version,
&quot; I am perplexed about

you,&quot; which, but

for the fact that dTropov/mai is followed in the text

by ev, not Trcpt as in Luke 24 : 4, would seem to

come nearest the original. In any case, the

1 1 say this is &quot;per accidens&quot; for the sentence given
embodies a certain judgment in which the state of

doubt, as predicate, is affirmed of the subject
&quot;

I.&quot;
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Apostles professes, half playfully perhaps, to be

puzzled over the inconstancy of those naughty

little children
&quot;

of his. But it is as their spirit

ual father that he is mentally disturbed, not as

the writer of the Epistle, for he has no doubt

whatever about the state of his feelings as pastor

regarding the Galatians, and adheres to &quot;the

true, law of history
&quot;

in setting down his feelings

as he is conscious of them. In other words the

doubt is not in the judgment, nor in the expres

sion of the judgment, but in the psychological

situation which he describes with infallible truth.

This is an in stance of what has been termed above

the expression of a doubt &quot;per accidens,&quot; i.e.,

a doubt rooted in the subject-matter, not in the

mental act. The phenomena of his own mind are,

to the sacred writer, as legitimate a subject of

comment as the phenomena of the world of

matter.

I have been able to find but three specimens of

implied doubt, that is, on the part of the writer

of Scripture. These are :
&quot; if perhaps the thought

of thy heart may be forgiven thee
&quot;

(Acts 8 : 22) ;

&quot; lest perhaps such a one should be swallowed up
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with overmuch sorrow&quot; (II. Cor. 2:7); &quot;For

perhaps he was therefore parted from thee for a

season&quot; (Philem. 15). But when one looks into

these closely, one finds that the implication of

doubt is in the language rather than in the

thought. The implication in the thought is not

so much doubt as simple lack of knowledge on

the part of the sacred writer, or rather lack of

omniscience, for man can not know everything,

nor has God seen fit to reveal everything even to

the inspired writer. In these and like cases

where the inspired penman professes not to

know certain things, he does but acknowledge

the limitations proper to a mere creature, whom

God indeed has chosen as His instrument to

communicate certain things to men, but not

things that in His wisdom He did not wish

them to know, as not being needful or useful

to them. It is obvious that such cases as

these offer no difficulty on the score of their

truth.

As regards the case founded on John 6:19,

dealt with above, and the similar case in Acts

25 : 6, these are not doubts at all, properly speak-
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ing, whether expressed or implied, whether in

the subject-matter or in the mental act. To

take the latter instance,
&quot; when he had tarried

among them not more than eight or ten days,&quot;
it is

plain that the phrase
&quot; not more than eight or ten

days
&quot; does not at all affect the logical copula, but

is simply a grammatical extension of the predi

cate. We have not here a modal, but rather

an absolute proposition. Perhaps he tarried

among them,&quot; would be modal, and would imply

doubt. &quot;When ho tarried among them,&quot; is ab

solute, and the certainty of the judgment ex

pressed by it is in no AVISO affected by the

adverbial adjunct of time during which. The ex

pression,
u not more than eight or ten days,&quot;

limits the time of his stay approximately, just as

&quot; twenty-live or thirty furlongs,&quot;
in John G : 19,

limits approximately the distance traversed by

the rowers. To give measurement of time or

space approximately is not to give it doubtfully,

but is to give it after a human Avay. It is to

give the truth of phenomena. There is no call

for mathematical exactness in such cases, and no

occasion to draw upon God s omniscience in
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trivial matters, for even the pagan poet could

feel that there should be no direct divine inter

vention,
nisi nodus vindice dignus

Inciderit.

Had it been God s purpose, in giving the Scrip

tures, to manifest II is omniscience, He would not

have used man s instrumentality, but would have

indited His Letter to His creature with His own

hand, as He gave the Law on tables of stone to

the children of Israel.

The &quot;true law of history
&quot;

is the law of truth

to things as they are, whether the things be

mental or physical. It requires that what is

doubtful should be set down as doubtful, what is

probable as probable, what is approximately cor

rect as approximately correct, what is certain as

certain. As applied to Scripture, it does not re

quire that the language used in describing tilings

should be scientific, but popular rather, for

Scripture was written for man, not for the man

of science. Hence there may be apparent error

in Scripture, because popular language describes

things as they sensibly appear. But it does re-
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quire that every statement not a citation, direct

or indirect, should be both subjectively and ob

jectively true, since there can be no real error

attributed to the real author of Scripture, God.

And it requires further that the facts stated

under the form in which they sensibly appeared

should be genuine facts not the mistaken impres

sions of a given generation of men about what

sensibly appeared. In other words, what sensibly

appeared may color the language, but must not

be allowed to pervert the facts.

One word in conclusion. The inerrancy of

Scripture is part of &quot;the faith once delivered to

the saints.&quot; In their defence of it against

Pagans, Gnostics, and Manichcans, the Fathers

never yielded an inch of ground, and never suf

fered themselves even to dream of surrender.

They would have thought scorn of the attitude

of well-meaning men to-day, who trim their sails

to every breeze of the Higher Criticism, and, in re

spect of Biblical inerrancy, try to steer a middle

course between the Scylla and Charybdis of Aye

and No. The Fathers stood immovable on the

rock of Catholic Tradition, against which the
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swelling tide of human criticism has ever flung

itself in vain. Admirable are the words of Car

dinal Manning on this subject, and worthy of

being pondered in an age when the proud intel

lect of man refuses to acknowledge that there is

anything in heaven, or on earth, or undo]- the

earth, which it is not fully competent to criticize,

and sift, and pass final judgment upon.
&quot; I do

not profess to be able to understand all the diffi

culties which may be raised,&quot; writes the Car

dinal. &quot; The history [of the Pentateuch] shows

to me afar off like the harvest-moon just over

the horizon, dilated beyond all proportion, and in

its aspect unnatural
;
but I know it to be the

same heavenly light which in a few hours I shall

see in a flood of splendor, self-evident and

without a cloud. So I am content to leave, as

residual difficulties, the narratives which come

down from an age, when as yet the father of

secular history had not been born. Why should

we assume that we must render an account of all

difficulties in Scripture any more than in revela

tion, or in revelation any more than in science?

Why should we be ashamed of saying with
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St. Augustine, Let us believe mid immovably

affirm that in Scripture falsehood has no

place.
M

Temporal Mission of the Holy Ghost,

pp. 174-5.

1 S. Aug. Ep. 82, ad Hier. torn. ii. p. 198.
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THE VIRGIN BIRTH.

I.

&quot; What then is the religious value of the fact

that Christ was miraculously conceived and born

of a virgin V Theologically it has 110 essential

connection with the Incarnation. The God-man

might have Leon naturally conceived and Lorn;
and a sinner might have Leon conceived and Lorn

miraculously. According to popular ideas, partly
derived from pagan sources, to have been born of

a virgin miraculously through the intervention of

a divine person, would have enhanced the dignity
of Christ; but the puerility of such a claim
would have Leon quite out of keeping with the
sober spirituality of the Gospel.&quot;

1

Theology has to do with things that are

divinely revealed, not with guesses about things

that might, in a given hypothesis, have become

subject-matter of a divine revelation. Theologic

ally, the Virgin Birth is essentially and insepa-

1 Lex Orandi, by the Rev. George Tyrrell, S. J.
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rably bound up with the Incarnation. One

would infer from the words that follow, in the

foregoing extract, what is meant to be that, in an

abstract and hypothetical point of view, it has

no essential connection with God s becoming

man.

&quot;The God-man might have been naturally

conceived and born.&quot; The word &quot;

naturally
&quot;

means here, in the ordinary course of natural

generation. Now, we must never lose sight of

the fact that ours is a fallen nature. Every child

that is born in the ordinary course of natural

generation incurs, if not the actual guilt, at least

what theologians call the &quot; debit
&quot; or obligation

of original sin. Even in the case of the Blessed

Virgin it remains ever and eternally true that a

legacy of guilt and forfeiture was her natural

portion in virtue of her descent from Adam by

carnal generation. From the first instant of her

conception, indeed, she received for her supernat

ural portion the dowry of sinlessness. But, in

the order of nature, she would have been like

every other child of Adam, a &quot; child of wrath.&quot;

&quot;Would riot the God-man, too, as man, if naturally
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conceived and born, have for His natural portion

this legacy of guilt? But the Son of Man could

say, and it was fitting He should be able to say,

The prince of this world cometh, and in Me lie

hath not anything.&quot;
John 14: 30.

Again, every child that is naturally conceived

and born, and in so far forth as it is naturally

conceived and born, is a human person. But the

God-man is not a human person, and would not

be a God-man or Redeemer if He were. It fol

lows that there must have been something

supernatural about His conception, that is to

say, a direct supernatural interference with

that law of nature in virtue of which every

natural conception necessarily issues in a human

person.
&quot; A sinner might have been conceived and born

miraculously.&quot; These &quot;might-have-beens&quot; are

hazardous, arid bootless at the best. The word

miraculously can only mean, beside the ordinary

course of nature, by the special intervention of

God. A miracle is God s own work, not preter

natural but supernatural, beyond the natural

power and faculty of man, or angel, or any mere
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creature actually existing or possible. A mirac

ulous conception would be a conception without

the act or intervention of a human father, or any
creature that could conceivably take the place of

a human father. Xow it is by carnal generation

from Adam that sinners are born into the world,

for &quot;

by the disobedience,&quot; not of one woman, but

&quot;of one man sin entered the world.&quot; A child,

therefore, conceived without the act of a human
father would not and could not be a sinner,

because it would not inherit Adam s sin in the

only way in which it could be inherited, namely,

by carnal generation. And it would be nothing
short of blasphemy to say that God s Holy Spirit

could be the principal agent in the procreation

of a sinner. But if the meaning be that a child

could be miraculously conceived and born, and

yet afterwards become a sinner, it is nothing to

the purpose. Besides, why should God work a

miracle to bring into this world one who was

going to turn out to be a sinner in the event?

It is an axiom of theology that God does not

work miracles without reason, and certainly

there would be no reason in this hypothetical
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case, for we are all of us by nature sinners

&quot; children of wrath.&quot;

The closing sentence of the paragraph cited

above is not happy, either in what it asserts or

in what it implies. As it stands,
&quot; to have been

born of a virgin miraculously through the inter

vention of a divine person, would have enhanced

the dignity of Christ,&quot; implies that Christ was

not at all born of a virgin miraculously. Xor is

the thought puerile nor borrowed from pagan

sources which postulates such a birth as the only

one befitting the dignity of the world s Re

deemer.

II.

&quot;May I refer you to the Summa of St. Thomas

Aquinas, Part III. Q. XXVIII. a. 1, where the

reasons given are all reasons of &quot;convenience,&quot;

not of necessity. Also to Q. XXXI. a, 4 :

&quot; Licet

Filius Dei carnem humanam assumere potuerit

de quacnmque materia voluisset, convenientissi-

mum tainen 1uitut de fcniina carnem assumeret.&quot;

If, according to St. Thomas, Our Lord &quot;might

have been &quot;incarnate of a man, it was plainly

not essential that lie should have been born of a

woman, still less of a virgin.&quot;

l

1 In answer to the critique of the preceding number.
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It is idle to cite the words of the Summa as

justifying the assertion that the Virgin Birth

has &quot;theologically
no essential connection with

the Incarnation.&quot; Of course God could have

created a body for His Son out of nothing, or

formed it from clay, or from the bone or flesh of

any man or woman, or from any other material.

But there is question of what He did, not of

what He could have done. And it is with what

lie did that theology is concerned, as was pointed

out above, not with what lie might have done.

As well could one say that, logically, given prem

ises have no essential connection with the con

clusion which follows from them, because the

conclusion might bo drawn from other premises ;

or that, ethically, A s having killed B has no es

sential connection with that murderous deed,

because C might have killed him
;
or that, physi

cally, the lamp in a room has no essential connec

tion with the light that it sheds, because the room

might have been lighted by electricity ;
as well

could one make these and similarly absurd state

ments, as say that, theologically the fact that

Christ was born of the Virgin Mary has no es-
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scntial connection with the fact of His being God

and man in one divine person. The Incarnation,

or mystery of God-made-man, is a divine fact

divinely revealed ;
so is the Virgin Birth a divine

fact divinely revealed ;
and between these two

divine facts thus divinely revealed there is as es

sential a bond of connection theologically as there

is physically between the Mother and the Son.

An incarnation there might have been without a

virgin birth, but not the, Incarnation, which is an

accomplished fact, and belongs essentially to the

domain oC actual tilings, not to the domain of

things possible. The Angelic Doctor, therefore,

in saying that the Son of God might have as

sumed human nature from some other source, no

more commits himself to the statement that the

fact of His having been born of the Virgin Mary

has theologically no essential connection with the

Incarnation, than the one, who should say that

the Creator might have made the Mississippi flow

into the Pacific Ocean could be understood to

affirm that the fact of its having its source in

Lake Itasca has geographically no essential con

nection with its flowing into the Gulf of Mexico.
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ST. THOMAS AND THE VIRGIN BIRTH.

TV
T
IIEX St. Thomas declares (l

a
q. 28, a. 1) it

was
&quot;fitting&quot;

that our Lord should be born of a

virgin, he means, as we may gather from the con

text, that such a birth alone befitted the Son of

God. lie is far from meaning that the God-man

might have been naturally conceived and born.

To be born of a virgin, he says, &quot;became the

dignity of Christ s human nature, in which sin

should find no place.&quot; Surely
&quot; conveniens

dignitati&quot; in this instance, while affirming the

fitness of the miraculous conception, excludes by

implication the natural conception as wholly un

befitting. There can be no question of a &quot;

might
have been &quot; which must entail the sin of Adam
on the Son of God. I say

&quot; entail
&quot;

; for, even if

the human nature of the Word Incarnate should

have been supernattirally exempted from the

stain of original sin, as was the Blessed Virgin,

He would none the less have incurred the &quot; debt &quot;

of original sin, as she incurred it. How, then,

was the debt to be paid for her and for the rest
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of us ? He in sooth can redeem none who stands

in need of his own redemption. And what shall

we say of the indignity of the thing? Even

&quot; the sober spirituality of the Gospel
&quot; forbids all

mention of sin, or liability to sin, in connection

with Him who came to take away the sin of the

world. &quot;For it was fitting that we should have

siu li a high-priest, holy, innocent, imdefiled,

separated from sinners, and made higher than

the heavens, who needeth not daily, as the other

priests, to offer sacrifices first for his own sins,

and then for the people s.&quot; Ileb. 7 : 26, 27. St.

Paul, with whom every child naturally begotten

is a child of wrath, is not less clear than is St.

Thomas that what was thus &quot;

fitting
&quot; could not

have been but for the Virgin Birth.

In l a
q. 32. a. 4, ad l

m
,

St. Thomas enumer

ates three prerogatives of Christ s conception : (1)

that it was without original sin
; (2) that it was

of a virgin ; (3) that she conceived no mere man,

but God and man in one person. And these three

prerogatives, he says, it had from the Holy Ghost.

Now all three are supernatural. The first and

second plainly can not be ascribed to natural
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agency, but only to the Holy Ghost, It is safe

to infer that, according to St. Thomas, neither can

the third.

In 1^ q. 33, aa. 1, 2, 3, it is shown that the body
of Christ must have been formed instantaneously,
and from the first instant of its formation ani

mated with a rational soul and hypostatically
united to the Person of the Word. Otherwise &quot; the

whole conception could not be attributed to the

Sou of God, seeing that it is attributed to Him
only by reason of the assumption,&quot; i. e. by reason

of His taking on Him ;i human nature. .Plain it

is, however, that the instantaneous formation of a

human body by process of natural generation is

impossible. The teaching of the Summa, there

fore, excludes even the possibility of a natural

conception in the case of the God-man.

It may be urged that, in la q. 28, a., 1, where

the Saint says,
&quot; as Christ is the true and natural

Son of God, it was not fitting He should have

other than God for father, lest the dignity of God
the Father should be transferred to another,&quot; he

contemplates at least the possibility of such pater

nity. He does, indeed, not, however, by way of
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affirmation, but by way of supposition and for

argument s sake. It is as if he should say :
&quot; Sup

pose it possible, it would not have been fitting.&quot;

In his Contra Gentes, b. 4, c. 47, he positively ex

cludes the possibility of Christ s being other than

the son of the Eternal Father, saying that,
&quot; since

sonship, in name and in fact, belongs to the per

son, not to the nature, it would follow that in

Christ there were two persons, which is contrary

to Catholic Faith.&quot; True, this is said with a view

of showing that Christ is not and cannot be called

the Son of the Holy Ghost. But it excludes, even

much more, the possibility of human paternity.

For if Christ as God is not the Son of the Holy

Ghost and therefore as man cannot be His Son,

much less is He as God the Son of a human father,

and can not, therefore, as man, be a human father s

Son. Nor will it avail to say that, though He is

not as God the Son of the Virgin Mary, He is her

Son as man. For, to say nothing of the fact that

human paternity is incompatible with such in

stantaneous conception as Christ s must have

been, it is obvious that, while one and the same

son may, and, in the order of nature, must have
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both father and mother, he cannot, in the order

of nature, have two fathers. Now Christ, the

God-man, is, as St. Thomas says,
&quot; the true and

natural Son of God.&quot; As God He got His nature

from the Father, who begot Him before the day-

star. As man He got His nature from the Vir

gin, yet so that He was begotten of God of the

Triune God, though His conception is attributed

to the Holy Ghost. As God and man, therefore,

He is by nature begotten of God, and the Son of

God, nor could He otherwise have been begotten.

So St. Thomas roundly affirms, and not only

affirms but proves, in Contra Gentes, b. 4, c. 45,

where he declares it was necessary that that

Man (i.
e. the God-man) should be born of a vir

gin mother without natural seed.&quot;

THE INCARNATION AND THE VIRGIN
BIRTH.

I.

To say that the Son of God might have become

incarnate otherwise than of a virgin, is to say the

truth, indeed, but not the whole truth. And such
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half-truths, while they exalt the omnipotence of

God, are apt to do so at the expense of one or

more of the other divine attributes. The al

mighty power of God is viewed by itself, out of

all relation with His other attributes, and some

thing is affirmed of it in this state of abstraction

which perhaps can not at all be affirmed of it in

the concrete, that is, when viewed as it really is

in God, one with Himself and with His other

attributes. Of course God is almighty ;
but

equally of course He is all-good, all-wise, all-

just ;
and His almightiness is, in Him, not really

distinct from, but one and the same with, His

goodness, His wisdom, His justice. It is true of

God, in the strictest and most absolute sense,

that He c;ni never do anything but what He

wills to do, and that He never wills to do any

thing that would conflict with His goodness, or

wisdom, or justice, or any of His attributes.

This is true even of man, in his measure ;
for

the man who is good, and wise, and just, never

wills to do what is not good, what is riot wise,

what is not just ;
or if he wills it, this is because

his goodness, his wisdom, his justice fall short of
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perfection which they cannot in Him whose

very being is goodness, and wisdom, and justice.

The statement, then, that the Son of God might

have been incarnate of a man which, by the

way, St. Thomas nowhere explicitly makes

belongs to that class of half-truths which are

futile at the best, and may prove very mislead

ing if not actually false. Suppose that He were

incarnate of a man, He would not and could not

be born of a man, and would not be what He is

and calls Himself, the Son of Man, for no son of

man but is born of a woman. Adam was a man,

indeed, but no man s son. If Christ were in

carnate of a man, therefore, He would not be a

man as we are men, nor would He be of the race

of Adam. The race is propagated by birth, and

every birth is of a woman. Christ would not be

of the seed of Abraham, or of the seed of David
;

He would not be our blood relation, our Brother
;

in short, He would not be one of us. And the

sin of our first parents, which, because of the

solidarity of the race, has become our sin, would

not be wiped out by an atonement, which, be

cause of the same solidarity of race, has become
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our atonement, having been offered by One who,

in pity for our fallen state, took upon Him, of a

virgin, without sin, our fallen nature, and became,

not only the Redeemer, but the Elder Brother of

the race that He redeemed.

Had the God-man, therefore, been incarnate

otherwise than of a woman by birth, His incar

nation would have failed of its one main purpose,

which is (o satisfy (he justice of God for the sin

of the human race, and so reconcile man with his

Maker. Justice required that satisfaction should

be made in the nature that had sinned, not in a

nature which, though of the same species, logic

ally speaking, would not have been of the same

species in a physiological
or ethical sense, since it

would not have belonged to an individual of the

family of Man. The race had sinned in Adam,

for, in creating Adam, (Jod created, not a man

merely, but Man. &quot;Let us make man to our

image and likeness,&quot; are the words we read in

Genesis. Now the Son of God, having been born

of a woman, became the Son of man, the Son of

the Man who had sinned, and so could and did

satisfy for the sin of Man, &quot;being
made a curse
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for us.&quot;
&quot; Him that knew not sin for us [God]

hath made sin, that we might be made the jus

tice of God in him.&quot; II. Cor. 5 : 21. And He
was &quot; made sin

&quot; when He was born, though with

out sin, into the great family of sinners,
&quot; made of

a woman, made under the law, that He might re

deem them who were under the law, that we might
receive the adoption of sons.&quot; Gal. 4 : 4, 5.

Thus is the Atonement freed from the specious

objection so often urged against it by unbelievers,

on the score of its alleged essential injustice, in

that the innocent is made to suffer for the guilty.

For Christ, though personally innocent, was

racially guilty, so to say, having become a mem
ber of the Human Family and the Representative

before God of the Race of Man. Therefore was

He, on the principle of race solidarity, legally

answerable for the sins of the race, having been
&quot; made sin

&quot; when He was &quot; made under the law.&quot;

And He remained under the law until He ful

filled it,
&quot;

blotting out the handwriting of the de

cree that was against us &quot; with the blood that

made and proclaimed Him our Brother. Truly
did that blood plead better than the blood which
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was s

our

-as shed by him who was, in the order of nature,

first-born brother, the fratricide Cain.

Supposing, then, what really is the case, that

God decreed to restore Man to his first estate on

condition of his making a rigorously just atone

ment for sin, it was not only fitting but needful

that the Son of God should become the Son of

Man, should be made of a woman,&quot; and &quot;made

under the law.&quot; Therefore it is not true, as a

matter of fact and in the sphere of practical truth,

that our Lord might have been &quot; incarnate of a

man. For, as Leontius observes, the Lord came

not to save Adam as free from sin, that unto him

He should become like ;
but as in the net of sin

and now fallen, that God s mercy might raise him

up with Christ.&quot; Con*. Nestor. And the great

Athanasius, even more pointedly : &quot;Had not Sin-

lessncss appeared in the nature that had sinned,

how was sin condemned in the flesh ?
&quot; -In Apoll

* 6
II.

We have seen that while, so long as there is

question merely of abstract possibility,
it is true

to say that the Son of God might have been in-
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carnate otherwise than of a woman, yet, in view

of the main purpose of His becoming man, lie-

must needs have been made of a woman,&quot; and
&quot; made under the law.&quot; It remains now to show

that He could not have been naturally conceived,

and that therefore the Virgin Birth lias, both in

fact and in theory, an essential connection with

the Word s being made flesh for the redemption
of sinners.

Conception is of the person, not of the nature
;

in other words, it is the person, not the nature,

which is the term of the process we call concep

tion, whether the conception be human or divine.

In the God-man human nature has no personality

of its own. Had it a personality of its own,
Christ as God would be a distinct person from

Christ as man, and it would be no longer true

that God became man. Hence, as the Son of God

really is incarnate, it must be true that the Son

of God really was conceived, and that by being
conceived and born He became man. This is

the postulate and groundwork of all the proofs

that follow.

1. A human personality is the natural and
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necessary resultant of every human conception in

the natural order ;
the God-man can not have a

human personality and ho a God-man; therefore

He could not have been conceived by process of

nature, or in the natural way.

ii. The conception of the Word as man had for

its immediate and necessary effect the deification,

so to say, of the nature lie assumed, in that it

became the nature of God the Son
;
thus to exalt

human nature is wholly beyond the pouvr of

natural agency ;
therefore it must be the work of

God as sole agent, acting in the .supernatural

order.

3. God operates as First Cause in nature, co

operating in the work of every natural agency.

But Ho accommodates Himself to the natural

agent, and produces in and through such agent

only the effect that is proportioned to its natural

power. Now the incarnation or conception of

the Son of God as man, surpasses the power of

human agency. It follows that God can not em

ploy such agency in the work.

4. The hypostatic union is an incomparably

higher kind of union than that of man with God
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through habitual grace. But not even adopted
sons can be begotten to God by natural genera

tion. Much less can lie be so begotten who is by
nature the Son of God.

5. It is impossible that flesh and blood should

possess the Kingdom of God. To possess it men
have to be born again of the Holy Ghost. Much
more must lie be born of the Holy Ghost who is

King of that Kingdom by prerogative of birth

and right of primogeniture.

6. The beatific vision belongs as a birthright

to the Son of Man
;

it is the natural consequence

of His being by nature, and not by adoption, the

Son of God. But God working in the natural

order, through natural agency, can not produce a

human nature possessed of an intellectual faculty

that sees the Creator face to face. Not that the

power of God is limited, but that the thing can

not be done in the natural order.

7. Every child derives not only its nature but

its existence from its parents. As true though

secondary causes, acting under God as First

Cause, they are the authors of the child s exist

ence. But the human nature of the God-man
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must derive its existence immediately from God.

Having no personality of its own, it can not have

a separate existence from that of the Son of God.

Therefore it could not get its existence through

human parents.

8. Human nature never did exist and never

can exist without a personality, if not its own, at

least a higher than its o\vn. When it has a per

sonality then it exists, and not till then, or,

properly speaking, the person having it exists in

that nature. Since, therefore, the human nature

of the God-man can not have a personality of its

own, it follows that it can not have an existence

of its own, and could not have had an existence of

its own before it was united to the Person of

the Son of God. And this &quot;before&quot; must be

understood, not merely in the chronological order,

or the order of time, but also in the ontological

order, or the order of being. For, as the nature

can not be without a personality, the having a

personality must be coincident, even in the order

of being, with its actual existence, though its

being made or formed will precede, in the order

of being, its having a personality. Hence, in the
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Confession of Faith of the Emperor Justinian, it

is atlirmed that the human nature of Christ &quot; had

the beginning of its existence in the Person of the

Word,&quot; and St. Leo the Oreat, in his Letter to

the Bishop Julian, declares Hint &quot;our nature was

not so assumed [by the Son of Cod ]
that it was

first formed and then assumed, but by the very act

of assuming it was formed ut fjt.^t iixxnini&amp;gt;ttone

GTCCiretuT.

Even the theologians who regard existence as

being simply jn&amp;gt;*if!o
ret extra f/tif, or the putting

u thing beyond the state of mere possibility,
must

admit that a thing has to be put in a state

(i f being capable of actually existing before it

actually exists. But the nature is not capable ot

actually existing before it has a personality. And

as, in the case of the Clod-man, the nature is both

formed and made capable of actually existing by

the very act of assuming it; and as this act is

wholly divine, it follows that the formation or

conception of the nature must be wholly divine.

9. The personality of the child that is natu

rally conceived is not only the term but the re

sult of the conception, for the personality results
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from the union of a rational soul with a natu

rally organized body. But the personality of the

God-man is not the result of His conception : it

is from all eternity. Therefore the God-man

could not have been naturally conceived.

10. The generation of the God-man must be

brought about by a true conception and result

in a true incarnation. Xo hypothesis regarding

that generation is tenable which would exclude

either of these ;
for it must be true that the Son

of God is conceived, and that He becomes man.

Now it will not be true that the Son of God is

conceived unless a human organism is united

to Him while it is being formed; for con

ception consists in the formation of an organism.

Nor will the incarnation, on the other hand, be a

true incarnation unless the organism is animated

by a rational soul when it is united to the Per

son of the Son of God. By incarnation God be

comes man, and man is not a body alone, or a

soul alone, but a being made up of body and

soul. From this it follows that the conception of

the God-man must ho instantaneous : the organism

must be formed in an instant and in the same
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instant animated and united to the Person of the

Son of God. Otherwise, either it will not be true

that the Son of God is conceived, or He will not

have become incarnate, that is, He will not have

taken upon Him a human nature composed of

body and soul, for a human embryo is not a

human nature. Nature, however, knows nothing

of instantaneous conception. The processes of

nature are slow processes. Therefore they could

have no place in the conception of the God-

man.

11. The modern theory of the instantaneous

conception of a human being, in the course of

nature, is untenable on three several accounts.

It is against the analogy of Nature in general, all

of whose processes are gradual, and take time.

It is against the analogy and law of kindred proc

esses in the vegetable and animal kingdoms. The

living plant or living animal does but potentially

exist in the fertilized or vitalized germ. The

seminal virtue that is in the egg is not itself the

chicken, though the chicken springs from it, nor

is the grain that is sown in springtime the grain

that is reaped in autumn, though the living tcxt-
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lire of the growing and ripening grain is woven

by the virtue that is in the seed. Lastly, this

theory fails to take account of the essential differ

ence between the human organism and other

living organisms. In other living organisms the

principle of life is evolved from the parent

organism, and is virtually contained in the

vitalized germ. In some sense, therefore, it may

be said to exist from the moment the germ is

vitalized, inasmuch as it virtually is there. But

the human soul is not evolved from the parent

organism, nor virtually contained in the vitalized

germ : it comes into being by creation. It can

not, therefore, in any true sense be said to exist

from the first in the embryo. A human embryo

is less a child than a fertilized egg is a chick
;
for

the seminal virtue that is in the embryo will not

of itself develop a child, while the seminal virtue

that is in the egg will of itself develop a chicken.

Yet there is a virtue in the human embryo, as in

other embryos, derived from the parents, which

as surely developes a human organism as the

virtue in the egg developes a bird-organism.

And it must develop a human organism if the
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process of conception is to be in any real sense

attributable to the parents. But it must have

time to do its work, that is to develop a body,

before the soul is created by God. Therefore,

Nature knows no instantaneous conception such

as that of the God-man must have been.

12. When we say that the God-man is con

ceived we mean no more nor less than that He
takes on Himself in His mother s womb a human
nature. In the case of other men, there is a con

ception ;
in the case of the God-man, there is

both conception and assumption, both the form

ing of a human organism and the grafting of that

organism on the Person of the Word. But con

ception and assumption, in this case, are but two

different names for the same act, or rather do

but connote two different ways of viewing the

same act, which is at once formative, creative, and

assumptive; formative of the body, creative of

the soul in the body, assumptive of the human
nature resulting from the union of body and

soul. In the conception of man by process of

natural generation, there are two distinct acts
;

one of nature, by the agency of human parents,
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forming an organism ;
Hie other of God alone,

but operating in the order of nature, by which a

rational soul is made to exist in that organism.

In the Incarnation, these two acts cannot be dis

tinct, because the conception is an assumption as

well. Were it not an assumption at the same

time and by the same act that it is a conception,

conception would necessarily issue in a human

personality. Every distinct act must have its

distinct term, and the act of conception, in the

order of nature, is a distinct act and has for its

term a human person. Human nature can not

exist without a personality, nor can that person

ality, in the order of natuiv, be other than human ;

for it results from the nature, and the nature is

human. From this it follows that natural agency

could have no part in the conception of the God-

man, which must have been wholly above nature

and divine, as He who was conceived is wholly

above nature and divine.

13. The Incarnation is a miraculous work.

It is the miracle of miracles. God may and does

employ human agents in working miracles, not,

however, as agents, but as instruments. Now
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human parents are real agents, not instruments,
in the procreation of a child. Therefore the work
of the Incarnation excludes the agency of human

parents. It also excludes the instrumentality of

human parents. The only way they could be

instrumental in the work of the Incarnation

would be in forming an organism. But this

they form as agents, not as insf rmnents. And as

they could not be both agents and instrument-sat

one and the same time in respect of one and the

same work, it follows that they could not be in

strumental in the work of the Incarnation.

14. I have spoken of &quot;

grafting
&quot;

a human na

ture on the Person of the Word. The metaphor
is suggestive. Nothing that comes within the

range of our observation can give us a better idea

of the Incarnation. We may liken the three

Persons of the Godhead to three perfectly similar

stems springing out of the same root. On one of

these stems there has been grafted a scion of
&quot; the root of

Jesse,&quot; and this human scion is part
and parcel of the divine stem and lives by its

life, yet bears its own distinctive blossom and

fruit. The problem which a, human grafter has
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to solve is a simple one. He has but to cut off

part of one tree and insert it in another. The

problem to be solved by the Divine Grafter, the

Spirit of God, was indeed a nodus vindice dignity

calling for nothing short of divine skill. A plant,

a complete organism, had first to be formed (to

speak in terms of our metaphor,) yet without

roots of its own to fix it in the earth
;
without

existence of its own prior to its being inserted in

the Divine Stock. Were it rooted in the earth,

the second Adam would in no wise have differed

from the first, who was &quot; of the earth, earthy.&quot;

Did it subsist by itself, it would have been an

independent organism, incapable of being grafted.

A tree may be transplanted, indeed, but it does

not lend itself to grafting. The Divine Grafter,

therefore, had Himself to produce the scion of

the root of Jesse and insert it in the Divine Stock

the same instant and by the same act that He

produced it. Nature could not co-operate in the

work
;
she could but furnish the material out of

which the human graft was formed. And this

Nature did in the person of the Virgin Mother.

To fancy, as we are but too prone to fancy if
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we take only a superficial view of the matter?

that because the God-man is, as man, like us in

all things save sin, His conception also might

have been even such as ours, is, to conceive of

Him as man only, and to lose sight of the fact

that He is God. If He has become like us, yet

are we, in many ways, unlike Him, Wo are by

nature children of Adam
;
He is by nature, even

that nature which He assumed, though born of a

human mother into the family of Adam, yet, be

cause of His having been miraculously conceived

as well as by prerogative of divine personality,

the Son of God. We come into being by concep

tion
;
He is from eternity, and did but become

human when conceived of a human mother. We
receive our nature from our parents; He did

not so much receive His as take it from His Vir

gin Mother. Yet He took it not without her

consent; nor would He have taken it without her

consent
;
and because He would not, could not,

being God, incapable of using violence. Xor

would she have given her consent had the giving

of it been detrimental to her virginity. We know

from Mary s own words to the Angel that her
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consent to the Incarnation was conditioned on

her remaining a viigin.

Therefore does the Church of God honor the

Woman who, by her consent to the Incarnation,

vindicating virginity from the reproach of un-

fruitfulness, gave the world a Redeemer. There

fore is the Church jealous of this Woman s espe

cial prerogative, in having conceived and brought

forth the Son of God while yet remaining a vir

gin jealous of it, as well for the sake of the

Virgin Mother as for the sake of Him who was

Lorn of her. Xo one may impugn this preroga-

Ihe, or in any way make little of it, or try to

thrust it into the background, for the Church of

God keeps it in the foreground, and has made it

a fundamental statute of her Lex Credendi and

Lex Orcuidi, as being at once the warranty and

the divinely given safeguard of the high mystery
of the Incarnation. For truly is that Virgin

Mother, as Xewman has so well said,
&quot; in the

creed and in the worship of the Church, the de

fence of many truths, the grace and smiling light

of every devotion.&quot;
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I.

THE perpetual virginity of Mary has ever been

the belief of the Church, and was defined as of

faith by more than six hundred Bishops in the

Ecumenical Council of Chalcedon, in 451 A. D.

It rests upon a divine tradition handed down, by

writing as well as by word of mouth, through

successive generations of Christians from the days

of the Apostles.
&quot;

Might I not, are the words of

St. Jerome, writing in the fourth century against

the heretic Helvidius, &quot;Might I not cite against

you the whole series of ancient writers, Ignatius

Polycarp, Irenseus, Justin Martyr, and many

other apostolic and learned men?&quot; Cont. Hel-

vidium, n. 17.1 These are the men on whose

1 The citation continues : &quot;who wrote books full of

wisdom in defense of this same doctrine against Ebion,

Theodotus, Byzantius, and Valentinus.&quot; These books

have shared the fate of so many other of the early
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authority we receive as authentic and genuine the

writings which go to make up the ^s
rew Testa

ment. By what canon of logic or of common
sense can we accept their testimony when they
tell us that St. Paul wrote the Epistle to the

Hebrews or St. John the Apocalypse, and set

their testimony aside when they tell us that Jesus

was the only begotten Son of the Virgin Mary ?

The voice of Christian Antiquity is far more
unanimous in affirming the perpetual virginity of

the Jewish maiden who bore in her chaste womb
the Son of God, than it is in affirming that Paul

is the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews, or

Christian writings now no longer extant. That not all
the early heretics, however, denied the perpetual virgin
ity of Mary appears from these words of the heretic
Manes, cited in The Deputation with Manes, by Arche-
laus (Ante-Nicene Christian Library, vol. xx., p. 339) :

&quot; But if this is also a thing altogether absurd I mean
the supposition that [Mary] had any manner of inter
course with Joseph tell me whether then [Christ]
had brethren. Are you thus to fix the crime of adultery
also on her, most sagacious Marcellus? But if none of
these suppositions suits the position of the Virgin uncle-

filed, hovrwill you make it out that He had brothers? &quot;

Tertullian, as St. Jerome also notes (loo. cit.) was al

ready a Montanist when he departed from the tradition
of the Christian Church on this point.
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John the author of the Apocalypse. To give

willing ear to it in the latter case and close one s

ears to it in the former, is the token, as it is the

penalty, of that perverseness
which is born of

heresy.

The testimony of St. Ignatius and t. Polycarp,

which St. Jerome appeals to, would of itself be

decisive of the point, They were both of them

disciples of St. John the Evangelist, with whom

the lUessed Virgin passed the last years of her

life on earth. Those great lights of the Church

in the fourth and fifth centuries, St. Chrysostom,

St. Ambrose, St. Jerome, St. Augustine, St.

Epiphanius, all regard the doctrine of Mary s

perpetual virginity as a tradition delivered to the

Church by the Apostles, and denounce the impiety

of Helvidius who dared to deny it. Profoundly

versed in Scripture as they were, they appear to

have been altogether unaware of those intima

tions which superficial and prejudiced readers of

it fancy they find in its pages.

I say advisedly that it is only superficial or

prejudiced readers of Scripture that can discover

in it any real intimations that Mary was the
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mother of other children besides the Holy One

that was born of her. He who searches the

Scripture without bias will find in its pages many
and not obscure intimations to the contrary.

Isaias foretells that the Saviour is to be born of a

Virgin, yet we know that when the Saviour was

conceived by the Holy Ghost and born of Mary,

she was already the wedded wife of Joseph. In

the account that St. Luke gives of the annuncia

tion (1 : 26-38), there is evident on Mary s part the

fixed resolve ever to remain a virgin, wife though

she was at the time, .lion.&quot; shall this be, done, he-

cause I know not /nan ? anxiously she asks; and

it is only on Gabriel s assuring her that it will

come to pass by the miraculous agency of the

Holy Ghost, that she consents to become a mother,

saying, Behold the handmaid of the Lord, he it

done to me according to thy word. Nowhere in

the New Testament is she spoken of as the mother

of other children, but as the &quot;

virgin espoused to

a man whose name was Joseph
&quot;

(Luke 1 : 27), or

&quot;the mother of the Lord &quot;

(Ib. 1 : 43), or &quot;Mary

the Mother of Jesus &quot;

(Acts 1 : 14), or simply

&quot;His mother&quot; (Jo. 19: 25). &quot;We believe that
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God was born of the Virgin,&quot; says St. Jerome,
&quot; because we read it. That Mary became a mother

after His birth we believe not, because we read it

uot.^Co/ ttra. Hdcid., n. 19. And then there is

recorded in Scripture the eloquent fact that our

dying- Lord from the cross commended His

Mother to the care of the Beloved Disciple, and

that the latter from that hour took her to his

own home. It is St. John himself who recounts

the fact in these words :

When Jrsus therefore saw his mother and the

disciple standing by, whom he loved, he said unto

his mother, Woman, behold thy son! Then he

said to the disciple, Behold thy mother! And
from that hour the disciple took her to his own

(home).--Jo. 10: 2G- 27.

Here surely is an intimation to which even bias

might well bow. Where at that supreme mo

ment were the &quot; brethren &quot;

of our Lord, the

alleged sons of Mary? Our Lord knew of no

sons of Mary, and therefore there were none such.

Had Mary had sons of her own besides the One

who lay bleeding on the cross before her, is it

conceivable that the dying Saviour would have
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passed them by and bade her find a home thence

forward with the son of Zebedee ? Whither shall

a mother go if not with her own children ? Who
shall care for and support her in her declining

years if not the sons of her womb whom she cared

for and supported in the days of their helpless

childhood ? It is simply unthinkable that lie

from whom is the mother s strong love and the

tenderness of filial ties would have done what lie

did in His dying moments if Alary had had sons

of her own.

As for those who are called in Scripture the

&quot;brethren&quot; of our Lord, by way of preface to a

somewhat exhaustive inquiry into the nature of

the relation in which they stood to Him, the

following words of St. Augustine may fittingly

be cited :

The kinsmen of the Virgin Mary were called

the brethren of our Lord. It was the usage of
11 ic Scriptures to call all relations by blood and
near in kin brothers, though this is not the way
we ;u

-

e accustomed to speak. For who would
speak of uncle and nephew as brothers? Yet the

Scripture calls even such relations as these
brethren. Abraham and Lot are so called, though
Abraham was Lot s uncle (Gen. 11 : 27, 31

;
18 : 8

;
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14: 14). Laban and Jacob are so called, though

Laban was Jacob s uncle (Gen. -Js : -J
;
liU : 10, U&amp;gt;).

When therefore you hear of the Lord s brethren,

think of them as kinsmen of Mary, who bore no

other son. For as the body of the Lord was laid

in a tomb wherein never
&amp;gt;/&amp;lt;

(&amp;lt; !/
&quot;(&quot; /&quot;l &̂amp;gt;C( n ^ &quot; ^

so Mary s womb neither before nor after (the

virginal conception of Christ) conceived
^a

mortal.// Joannis Evangel tract. 1*. c. 7. n. H.

II.

Is not this the carpenter s son ? Is not his mother

called Mary? and his brethren. James, and Joseph, and

Simon, and Jude, and his sisters, are they not all with

us? Matt. 13: 55-50.

This, as St. Matthew relates it, is what the

townsfolk of Nazareth said about our Blessed

Lord when the wisdom lie showed and the mira

cles lie wrought began to excite their wonder.

We note at once their mistake in supposing Jesus

to be &quot; the carpenter s son.&quot; He passed for St.

Joseph s son and was called St. Joseph s son, yet

was not such in reality. In like manner, James,

and Joseph, and Simon, and Jude were called

His brothers by the people among whom He was

brought up, yet were not such in reality. On

this all the ancient writers are agreed. The dis-
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sent of the heretic Helvidius in the fourth

century serves but to bring into clearer light the

consensus of the Fathers.

But when we come to inquire who these

&quot; brethren &quot;

of our Lord really were we find no

such consensus among the early writers. On one

thing they are agreed : those that are spoken of

as &quot; brethren &quot; and &quot; sisters
&quot;

of the Lord were

near relations of His. How near and whether on

Mary s or Joseph s side, remains uncertain. In

John 19: 25, we read: &quot;Now there stood by the

cross of Jesus his mother, and his mother s sister,

Mary of Cleophas, and Mary Magdalene.&quot; In Mat

thew, 27 : 55-56 :

&quot; And there were many women

afar off who had followed Jesus from Galilee,

ministering unto him, among whom was Mary

Magdalene, and Mary the mother of James and

Joseph, and the mother of the sons of Zebed.ee.&quot;

In Mark 15: 40: &quot;And there were also women

looking on afar off, among whom was Mary

Magdalene, and Mary the mother of James the

less and of Joseph, and Salome.&quot; It seems un

deniable, as also the Protestant commentator,

Grotius, observes in dealing with this point, that
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she who is spoken of by Matthew and Mark as

Mary the mother of James and Joseph, is the

same Mary who is called by John the sister of

our Lord s mother, who with the Lord s mother

and Mary Magdalene stood by the cross. She is

further referred to by Matthew as &quot;the other

Mary&quot; (Ib. 28: 1), by Mark as &quot;Mary (the

mother) of Joseph&quot; (Ib. 15: 47, by Luke as

&quot; Mary (the mother) of James &quot;

(Ib. 24 : 10), and

by Mark again as &quot; Mary (the mother) of James &quot;

(Ib. 10 : 1).

Mary the wife of Cleophas, who is called the

sister of the Blessed Virgin, was thus the mother

of two of those that are spoken of by Matthew

and Luke as &quot;brethren&quot; of our Lord, to wit,

James and Joseph. As Simon and Jude are the

other two of these &quot;

brethren,&quot; we may conclude

that she was also their mother. That the Evangel

ists do not say so is simply owing to the fact

that their object was not to name all her sons

but merely to distinguish her from the other

women present at the crucifixion. For this it

was enough to name the two best known of her

sons, just as it was enough to name James or
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Joseph alone in the subsequent mention they

make of her. Moreover, Jude in his Epistle calls

himself &quot; the brother of James,&quot; as he is also de

scribed by St. Luke in his Gospel, 6 : 16, and in

the Acts, 1:13.

It has been urged against this view that it

would make James the son of Cleophas, whereas

James the Apostle of whom Jude was brother

figures among the Twelve, on the lists given by

the Evangelists, as the son of Alpheus. This has

led certain writers to suspect that the latter

James was a different person from the one who is

described as &quot; the brother of the Lord.&quot; But

there are only two persons of the name of James

numbered with the Apostles, namely, James the

son of Zebed.ee and James the son of Alpheus.

Now, St. Paul tells us expressly that James
&quot; the brother of the Lord &quot; was one of the

Apostles, saying :

&quot; But other of the Apostles I

saw none save James the brother of the Lord.&quot;-

Gal. 1:19. And James, the son of Zebedee, was

dead long before St. Paul wrote (see Acts 12 : 2).

Besides, as St. Jerome acutely observes, the fact

nf the son of Mary, the wife of Cleophas, being
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called &quot; James the Less &quot;

by Matthew and Mark,

implies that there were two and only two persons

of that name who were prominent among the dis

ciples,
&quot; the less

&quot;

being used by way of distinc

tion from some one other person. Whence we

infer that James the son of Alpheus is the same

as James the Less, being named by way of dis

tinction from James the son of Zebedee who was

called before him to the apostolate (Matt. 4 : 21
;

Mark. 1 : 19). Why, then, is he spoken of as the

son of Alpheus, and not as the son of Cleophas ?

Tli ere arc many ways of explaining this. In the

first place, it may be that the Mary who is de

scribed as the sister of the Blessed Virgin was

married first to Alpheus by whom she had James

and Joseph, and afterwards to Cleophas, with

issue Simon and Jude. Or Alpheus and Cleophas

or rather Clopas may be regarded as different

forms of the same Aramaic name &quot;

Chalpai.&quot; Or,

again, it may be maintained that Cleophas and

Alpheus are but two different names for one and

the same person. It was no uncommon thing

among the Jews for one man to have two names.

We have an instance in Jude, the brother of James,
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who goes by this name in the .Vets (1 : 1;]), but

figures as Thaddeus on the list given by Matthew

and Mark, and in some codiees as Labbens.

An old tradition has it that the Blessed

Virgin was the only child of Joachim and Anne,

given to them in their old age in answer to

prayer. Assuming this tradition to be true, we
must regard Mary of Cleophas, whom St. John

calls the &quot; sister
&quot;

of our Lord s mother, as a cousin

or aunt, or, as seems still more probable, as the

adopted daughter of Joachim and Anne, adopted

long before their own child came. If we regard

her as the aunt, the sister of Joachim, she is

called &quot; sister
&quot;

of the Blessed Virgin as Abraham

the uncle of Lot is called his &quot; brother &quot;

in

Genesis. St. Epiphanius and Theophylact tell

us that Mary of Cleophas was the mother of

Salome, who was the mother of the sons

of Zebedee. It is not at all likely that the

Blessed Virgin had a sister also called Mary
and old enough to be the grandmother of James

and John, the sons of Zebedee, of whom the

former must have been at least as old as our

Lord. The Blessed Virgin and St. John the
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Evangelist would, in this view, be cousins, and

because of this bond of kinship there would have

been a special fitness in the Beloved Disciple hav

ing the care of her after the death of her Divine

Son.

Ilegc sippus, who flourished in the first half of

the second century, has left it on record that

Cleophas and Joseph, the spouse of Mary, were

brothers, both sons of Jacob. The text of Ileg-

csippus is no longer extant, but the historian

Eusebius quotes this among other tilings from

him in the eleventh chapter of the third book of

his Ecclesiastical History. The testimony of this

ancient writer throws new light on the relation

ship which existed, between our Lord and those

that are called His &quot;brethren.&quot; The sons of

Cleophas and Mary were kinsmen and cousins of

our Lord in a twofold sense, that is to say, by

their father s and mother s side. This close re

lationship would amply warrant their being called

His &quot;brethren,&quot; considering especially the wide

Scriptural use of the word. It is surely more

natural to speak of the children of brothers and

sisters as brethren
&quot; than to speak of uncle and
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nephew as brothers, which the Scripture does

more than once, as has been already pointed out.

In A Cyclopaedia of Billical Literature, edited

by Protestant scholars, the following objection is

urged against the Catholic belief respecting tin,

perpetual virginity of Mary :

The brethren of Jesus are associated with his

mother in a manner that strongly indicates their

standing in the filial relation to her (Matt. xii.

46; Mark hi. 31; Luke viii. 18; Matt. xiii. 50,

where &quot;sisters&quot; are also mentioned. They ap

pear constantly together as forming one family,

John ii. 12).
&quot; After this he went down to

Capernaum, he, and his mother, and his brethren,

and his disciples.&quot;

This is a sample of the way Scripture is some

times interpreted. The method seems to be first

to form a theory and then to pick out the texts

that fit in with it, passing over those that don t.

We have seen that a comparison of the passages

in Matthew, Mark, and John more than strongly

indicates that the &quot; brethren
&quot;

of our Lord were

the sons of Mary of Cleophas. And then, where

was the filial relation
&quot;

of these &quot; brethren
&quot;

to

Mary the Virgin when He who alone is declared
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in Scripture to have stood to her in the filial re

lation commended her from the cross to the care

of the son of Zebedee ? Why will men fix their

eyes upon some texts of Scripture to the exclu

sion of other texts? lie who was horn of the

Virgin is God. It is He who, as the Author of

nature and of grace, has imparted to the filial re

lation all its strength, its tenderness, its sanctity.

And yet those wiseacres of critics would have us

believe that He ignored the very existence of

this relation in the case of those who were nearest

to Him on earth, and by His last will and testa

ment 011 Calvary delivered His own mother over

to the keeping of one who, whatever his graces

and prerogatives, was no son of hers, nor entitled

to take in her heart and in her life the place that

ought to be reserved for sons.

The close association of these &quot; brethren
&quot;

with Mary is easily explained. Joseph, the

husband of Mary, died before our Lord entered

upon what is known as His public life. So we

infer from the complete silence of the Evangelists

concerning him during this period. Now, upon

our Lord s leaving the home in Nazareth, Mary
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would very naturally take up her abode with her

nearest of kin, and continue to abide with them

during the three years of her Son s ministry.

And of course they would &quot;

appear constantly

together as forming one family.&quot; But when our

Lord lay dying on the cross, lie made it plain to

all save those who have eyes and see not that

they were not one family in reality, for lie

severed this temporary relation and bade His

mother make her home thenceforward with the

son of Zebedee.

III.

And [Joseph] knew her not till she had brought forth
her first-born son, and he called his name Jesus.
Matt. 1 : 25.

The Evangelist here wishes to lay stress on the

fact that Mary was a virgin at the birth of her

Divine Son. He neither asserts nor implies that

she ceased to be a virgin. True, the conjunctive

adverb &quot;

till
&quot;

might of itself have this implica

tion. The point is that it need not have it. The
use of it without implication of the kind is quite

common in Scripture. Let one or two instances
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suffice :
&quot;

Surely this iniquity shall not be for

given you till you die, saith the Lord God of

}los t s .&quot; Is. 22 : 14. We are not to infer that the

iniquity shall be forgiven after death, but rather

the contrary, that it shall never be forgiven.

&quot; So our eyes look unto the Lord our God, until

he have mercy on us.&quot; Psal. 122 : 2. And, Sit

thou at my right hand until I make thy enemies

thy footstool.&quot; Psal. 109: 1.

The expression
&quot; first-born son

&quot;

in this pas

sage has been interpreted to mean that there was

a second. The writer of the article on Mary
&quot;

in A Cyclopcedla of Biblical Literature even goes

so far as to say that &quot; first-born never, in any

instance, signifies an only child&quot; The cock-

sureness of the statement is amusing to one who

is acquainted with the Scriptures. Xot infre

quently in Scripture
&quot; first-born

&quot;

signifies pre

eminence merely, as when our Lord is said to be

the first-born of every creature (Col. 1 : 15). The

essential idea conveyed by
&quot; first-born son &quot;

is

that none went before, not that others came

after. An only child is, necessarily
&quot; first born

&quot;

by the very fact that it is born. Besides, we
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must interpret the language of Scripture in ac

cordance with the usage of the people who spoke
the language. Now, as a matter of fact, the

Jews spoke of the first child a.s &quot;first born&quot;

whether others followed or not. The expression

had with them a legal or technical meaning for

the reason that, according to the Mosaic law, all

the first-born, whether of man or beast, wore in

a special sense the Lord s own, and were to be

redeemed with a price when a month old (See

Exod. 13
;
Num. o). Every Hebrew mother,

therefore, was bound b}
T law to otfer her first

born male child to the priest and redeem it with

a price, at a time when, from the nature of the

case, there was no telling whether she would

have other children or not. According to the

writer quoted above, the Hebrew mother could

and should refuse to offer her child until a second

was born, and every Hebrew mother who had

but one child would be exempt from the obliga

tion altogether, because, forsooth, the first-born

&quot;never, in any instance, signifies an only child!
&quot;

&quot;And the Lord said unto Moses: Number the

first-born of the male sex of the children of Israel
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from one month and upward, and thou shalt take

the sum of them.&quot; Num. 3 : 40. If those children

only were to be known as first-born
&quot; that

were followed by others, how could Moses pro

ceed to carry out the command of the Lord to

number the iirst-born of the male sex from one

month and upward in the case of children who

were but a month or at most a few months old?

Thus does our Protestant eyclopanlist put him

self in Hat contradiction to GocTs own Word.

&quot; The Protestant spirit of opposition,&quot;
is the

candid avowal made under the word u Brother
&quot;

in the same Cyclopaedia,&quot;
to the Popish idea about

the perpetual virginity of Mary has led many

commentators to contend that [the term brethren]

must be taken in a literal sense.&quot;

In the Revised [Anglican] Ver.sion of the Bible

the passage cited at the head of this article reads :

[Joseph] knew her not till she had brought

forth a son : and he called his name Jesus.

The word &quot;

first-born,&quot; it appears, is wanting

in many of the best MSS. It is found again,

however, in Luke 2 : 7, still in its legal sense, as
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has been explained above, and as is further shown

by the words which occur in verse 23 :
&quot; As it is

written in the law of the Lord, Every male

opening the womb shall be called holy to the

Lord.&quot; The words of the learned Protestant com

mentator, Grotius, on the text first quoted, are

deserving of citation. &quot;The very circumstances

of the case,&quot;
he writes,

&quot;

cry out against Ilel-

vidius that the word [first-born] must so be

understood here. For there is question of the

pre-eminence and peculiar rights which of old

time, even before the law of Moses, belonged to

the first-born male child, whether he was the

only child or simply the eldest. Nor is the

usage other than this in our own day, as witness

the laws of all nations in relation to hereditary

succession. There was a threefold primogeniture

among the Hebrews (Gen. 49 : 2), princedom,

priesthood, and preferment in hereditary succes

sion; and all three met in Christ as is intimated

in his nativity. Of his princedom the Apocalypse

treats again and again. &quot;With his princedom and

priesthood Paul deals in his Epistle to the He

brews, and with his prerogatives as heir in Rom.
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8:17, Coloss. 1:15, Heb. 1 : 2, and 9.&quot; Here,

then, is another reason why the inspired writer

uses the word &quot; first-born
&quot;

in speaking of Mary s

Child. That Child in his single Person pos

sessed in all fullness the threefold right of primo

geniture: Tie was at once King, and Priest, and

Heir to His Father s Estate.

The writer of the article on &quot;Jude or Judas &quot;

in the Cyclopaedia already cited, has these words,

vol. ii., p. 171: &quot;If, however, the hypothesis of

their being children of the Blessed Virgin be re

jected, an hypothesis inroimixfcrtf iritk the ancient

ai,&amp;lt;l universal tradition of the perpetual virginity

of tl. Virgin, a tradition the truth of which is

received even by Dr. Lardner (Hist, of the Apos

tles), there remains for us only a choice between

the two opinions, that our Lord s brethren were

children of Joseph by a former wife (Escha or

Salome, according to an Apocryphal tradition),

which was the sentiment of a majority of the

fathers (still
received in the Oriental church),

aud that adopted in the Western church, and

first broached by St. Jerome (Cont. Helvid.),

that the brethren of our Lord were his cousins,
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as being children of Mary, the wife of Cleophas,

who must therefore be considered as the same

with Alphseus.&quot; The italics are mine.

lie that giveth his virgin in marriage doeth

well, and he that giveth her not doeth better, (1 Cor.

7 : 88). This is God s truth as set forth in His

Word. In the eyes of God consecrated virginity

is better even than consecrated motherhood.

Now Mary, by a miracle of God s power, became

a mother without detriment to her virginity.

None was so highly favored as she, none so

blessed among women. And it needed no sec

ond miracle to preserve her virginity to the end.

It needed but God s grace, and, on Mary s part,

perseverance in the steadfast resolve which she

had formed, even as the wedded wife of Joseph,

ever to remain a virgin a resolve which found

expression in the words, How shall this be, for T

know not man ? Who shall dare to say that the

Mother of God renounced by her own free act

that prerogative of virginity which had been

conserved to her by a miracle ? It was better in

God s eyes to be a virgin than to be a mother :

therefore Mary elected ever to remain a virgin.
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This is our argument, and it is unanswerable.

To call Mary blessed among women and in the

same breath to maintain that she came short of

that perfection which is extolled by God s Holy

Spirit, and which other women have attained, is

to become entangled in the meshes of a contra

diction, which no one who perversely denies the

truth can escape doing in the event.

IV.

Many Protestant writers, eminent for their

scholarship and their knowledge of the Scrip

tures, have strongly upheld the Catholic belief in

the perpetual virginity.of Mary. It may be in

teresting, in bringing our remarks on this sub

ject to a close, to make a few citations. In his

note on Matt. !&amp;gt; : 55, Grotius, perhaps the most

celebrated of Protestant commentators on the

Scriptures, says :

We shall more rightly agree with Jerome in re

garding all these men as cousins of our Lord. For

it seems undeniable that she who is spoken of by

.Matthew and Mark as Mary the Mother of James

and Joses, is the same Mary who is called by

John the sister of our Lord s mother, who with
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the Lord s mother and Mary Magdalene stood by
the cross. But if she is the mother of James and

Joses, so will she be in like manner the mother

of Simon and Jude, of that .Jude, namely, who
calls himself in the Epistle brother of James,

whose name is closely linked with that of Jude

in the list of the Apostles. . . This is therefore

that James whom not only Paul but also Jose-

phus in the history of the Jews calls the brother

of the Lord, that is, the cousin, according to a

way of speaking known also to the Greeks and

Romans. . . That those whom we here read of

as coming together with his mother, to Jesus

were these same cousins of his, is most probable,

since these, Joseph being now dead, (for no men
tion is made of him in the history of the passion,

and if he had not been dead John would not have

taken the Lord s mother into his own home),
would have the care of Mary s temporal con

cerns.

The Anglican Bishop Pearson thus answers

the objection founded on the words of Matthew,

&quot;And [Joseph] knew her not until she had

brought forth her first-born son :

&quot;

The manner of the Scripture language produces

no such inference. When God said to Jacob, ^
I

will not leave thee until I have done that which

I have spoken to thee,&quot;
it follows not that when

that was done, the God of Jacob left him.
_

When
the conclusion of Deuteronomy was written, it
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was said of Moses,
&quot; No man knows of his sep

ulchre unto this day :

&quot;

It were a weak argument
to infer from thence that the sepulchre of Moses

lias been known ever since. When Samuel had

delivered a severe prediction unto Saul, &quot;he came

no more to see him until the day of his death.&quot;

And yet it were a strange inference to draw that

lie therefore gave him a, visit after he was dead.

rhrist promised His presence to the Apostles
&quot; until the end of the world :

&quot; who ever made so

unhappy a construction as to infer from thence

that forever after lie would be absent from them?

Krpoxiti&amp;lt;ni of the Creed, London, 1692, p. 174.

The same writer disposes as completely of the

objection which is based on the fact that the

Scripture mentions &quot; brethren
&quot; and &quot; sisters

&quot;

of

our Lord :

Although His mother and His brethren be

named together, yet they are never Called
the

sons of His Mother
;
and the question is not

whether Christ had any brethren, but whether

His Mother brought forth any other children. . .

Nor need we assert that Joseph had any off

spring, because the language of the Jews includes

in the name of brethren not only the strict re

lation of fraternity, but also the larger of con

sanguinity ;
and therefore it is sufficient satis

faction for the expression that there were such

persons allied unto the Blessed Virgin.
&quot; We

be brethren; said Abraham unto Lot, when,
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Abraham was the son of Terah (or Thare), Lot of

Haran, and consequently not his brother, but his

nephew, and is else where properly styled the son

of his brother. Moses called Michael and Elzaphan
&quot;the sons of Uzziel, the uncle of Aaron, and said

unto them, come near, carry your brethren from
before the sanctuary ;&quot;

whereas these brethren

were Nadab and Abihu, the sons, not of Uzziel,
but of Aaron. &quot;Jacob told Rachel that he was
her father s brother, and that he was Rebekalfs
son

;

&quot; whereas Uebekah was the sister of Rachel s

father. It is sufficient, therefore, that the evangel

ists, according to the constant language of the

Jews, call the kindred of the Blessed Virgin the

brethren and sisters of her only son. Ib.

The sons of Uzziel and the sons of Aaron were

in the second and third degrees of kindred only,

or first and second cousins. Yet the inspired

writer calls them &quot;

brethren.&quot; Noble and truly

Christian in sentiment are the words of the same

writer at page 173 :
&quot;

Though it may be thought

sufficient as to the mystery of the Incarnation,*

he writes,
&quot;

that, when our Saviour was conceived

and born, His mother was a virgin. . . yet the

peculiar eminency and unparalleled privilege of

that Mother, the special honor and reverence due

unto that Son and ever paid by her, the regard
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of that Holy Ghost who came upon her, and the

power of the Highest that overshadowed her, the

singular goodness and piety of Joseph to whom

she was espoused, have persuaded the Church of

God, in all ages, to believe that she still con

tinued in the same virginity, and therefore is to

be acknowledged the Ever Virgin Mary/

So, too, the Kev. Dr. Hicks, won by the sweet

reasonableness of the Catholic belief, writes :

Let us acknowledge with [the Catholics] her

perpetual virginity, according to ancient tradition
;

and, if it will gain or oblige any of them, let us

not oppose them in the opinion they entertain,

that she promised and vowed her virginity to

God. Oil f/te Due Prai &amp;lt; and Honor of the Vir

gin Man/, p. 325.

Other Protestant scholars who have written in

the same sense are Mill, Westcott, and Lightfoot.

I conclude with some words of the Anglican

Bishop Bull, to which no one who believes in the

mystery of the In carnation can reasonably refuse

to subscribe :

The necessary consequence of the dignity of

the Blessed Virgin is, that she remained forever

a virgin, as the Catholic Church always held and
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maintained. For it cannot with decency be im

agined that the most holy Vessel, which was thus

once consecrated to be the receptacle of the Deity,

should afterwards be desecrated and profaned by
human use.
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THE ASSUMPTION OF THE VIRGIN
MARY.

&quot;I was exalted like the cedar in Lebanon, and the

cypress in Mount Sioii
; like the palm in Cades, and the

rose in Jericho ; like as the fair olive in the open fields,

and the piano-tree in the high ways, by the fountains of

water, was I exalted. Epistle of the Festival.

Arise, O Lord, into thy rest, thou and the ark which
thou hast sane tilled. Ps. cxxxi. 8.

OrK blessed Lord rose from the dead by

own power, and by TTis own power lie went up

into His rest, In this lie is without example.

Lady Day in August commemorates the resurrec

tion and taking up into her rest of the Virgin

Mother who bore Him, the ark that from the

first was holy to the Lord. Holding to the form

of sound words, as the Apostle enjoins, the

Church speaks of the one event as the Ascension, of

the other as the Assumption. In those two words

is implied all the difference that divides the Cre

ator from the creature. Mary was a creature,
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pure, and sinless, and perfect, and the mother of

God; but a creature withal. Therefore, had

death, in the natural course of things, dominion

over her, as being a creature and a child of Adam,

made up of body and soul. Therefore, in death

she would have lain forever, had she not been

raised from the dead. And, therefore, too, on

earth she would forever have remained, had she

not been taken up into heaven For this is pre

cisely what assumption means : not a going up,

which is active, but a taking up, which is passive

on the part of the person who is taken
;
which is

done to the person who is assumed, not done by

the person who is assumed. On the other hand,

Pie who was born of Mary is man indeed, else

He had not been born of a woman, or died upon

a cross. But while He is as truly and really

man as He truly and really is God, lie is God in

a more absolute sense than He is man. For He

who was born of Mary is a divine person, having

two natures, a divine and a human. The divine

is His own from all eternity ;
the human He

took upon Himself in the fullness of time. And

the nature that He took upon Him He took up
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with Him into heaven. Nor did He leave her of

whom He took it, when she, too, had paid the

common debt of nature, to molcler in the grave.

So much the Church implies, without defining

it to be of faith, in keeping the feast of her

assumption.

To the Israelites of old all things divine hap

pened in figure, as the apostle tells us. And so,

in the Old Testament, we find many types or

figures of the Blessed Virgin. Notable among

these is the ark of the covenant, a name familiar

as one of the titles we give our Ladjr in her

litany. The ark was built in the desert, itself

symbolic of our place of exile here below. It

was overlaid with purest gold, within and with

out, and bore within it the &quot; bread of angels ;

&quot;

just as the sinless virgin, who from the first was

full of grace, which is God s own gold, bore

within her chaste womb the Holy One who is

become the true Bread of Angels and the Manna

of Life. The ark went with the people of Israel

in their wanderings through the wilderness till

they reached the promised land, and was their

unfailing defense against their foes, as she whom
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it typified is the unfailing defense of God s peo

ple during their pilgrimage in this world; she

who has &quot; stamped out all heresies, herself alone.&quot;

And as the perishable ark of the Old Covenant

was taken up into the earthly Jerusalem and

rested at last in the temple built by Solomon, so

was the living and imperishable ark of the New

Covenant taken up by the new Solomon into the

heavenly Jerusalem, there to dwell forever in a

house not made with hands. Such is the mystic

meaning which Saint Thomas of Aquin, in his

commentary on the Angelical Salutation, finds in

those words of the Psalmist, &quot;Arise, O Lord,

into thy rest, thou and the ark that thou hast

made holy.&quot;

The Apostolic Church was an eye-witness to

the fact of the Virgiifs corporal assumption.

And the memory of it was enshrined in the con

sciousness of the faithful who were gathered at

the time in Jerusalem. But it was a time of

stress and a time of trial to the infant Church,

when the mother who had nursed it so tenderly

was taken away. First the Jews sought its life.

Then came the conquering Romans, who crushed
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the Jews and sacked their ancient city, until there

was not left of it a stone upon a stone. From

thence the faithful were scattered in every land,

and the memory of Mary s assumption passed

into a tradition, which presently became inter

woven with legend, thus losing its value as tes

timony to an event which else might have been,

in an historical point of view, better accredited

by authentic records. But in the deep heart of

the Church the tradition was treasured up, and

soon found oral expression in her liturgy.

The Sacramentary of Pope Gregory the Great

contains a prayer sot for the Mass of the

Assumption, which mentions &quot; the festival of this

day on which the Blessed Mother of God under

went the death of the body,&quot; and ends with the

words,
&quot; Yet the bonds of death could not hold

her who begot thy Incarnate Son.&quot;
l The faith

of the Roman Church is made vocal in this

prayer. In the East, the tradition as to the Vir

gin s temporal death seems to have become

obscured during the fourth century, for St. Epi-

1 Cf. Benedict xiv, De Festis B. Mariae Virginis,

cap. 8.
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phanius will not say, &quot;whether she died or

remained immortal.&quot;
l The saint, therefore, was

of opinion that she may have entered upon life

unending without having passed through the

portals of death. That she did die, however,

&quot; the Catholic Church,&quot; according to Cardinal

Baronius,
&quot; suffers not to be called in question.

As she knows her to have been human, so she

declares that she yielded to the stern law of

every human lot.&quot;
2 But the pious belief in her

corporal assumption, though clouded with doubt

at times in the mind of one or other theologian,

in the inind of the Church was never clouded

and has never waned. On the contrary, with

the growth of years it has everywhere kept

growing stronger, until it has rounded into full-

orbed certainty. Indeed, the dogma of the Im

maculate Conception may be said to have paved

the way for a complemental dogma. Out of the

white light of sinlessness that surrounds the

Immaculate Virgin may any day be woven for

for her this final crown of glory. And then will

our earth catch a reflex of &quot; the great sign
&quot;

1 Ilaer. 78. 2 Ad annum Christ i 48, 1111. 11, 12.
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which, to the rapt gaze of the seer of Patmos,
&quot;appeared. in heaven : a woman clothed with the

sun, and the moon under her feet, and on her
head a crown of twelve stars.&quot; Apoc. xii, 1.

Mary s spotless purity of body and soul, her

exceptional place among all the children of Adam,
her likeness to her divine son, her dignity as

Mother of God, her stainless conception and
stainless life, all bespeak for her the privilege of

corporal assumption into heaven.

Purer than the angels of God was Mary TTis

Mother. After the divine purity, her purity was
the greatest, and none was like unto hers. Her
soul was the mirror, her body the throne of the

All Holy, the All Pure. She was clothed with

the Sun of Purity. But perfect purity can no
more consist with corruption than can light with

darkness. He that soweth in the
flesh,&quot; says

the apostle,
&quot; of the flesh also shall reap corrup

tion&quot; Gal. vi. 8. Mary never sowed in the

flesh
;
of the flesh, then, she did not reap corrup

tion. The seed of God s Word that was sown in

her chaste womb did but enhance her purity : it

made her a mother, and left her a virgin. Was
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the fragrance of that virginal purity turned by

death into fetidness ? God forbid ! In that body

was no germ of decay : no food was there for

the grave-worm to feed on. A Rose of Vitcrbo

kept her baptismal purity unsullied, and her body

lies incorrupt to this day. A .Margaret of Cor-

tonn, by the austerities of penance, won back her

baptismal dowry, and her body also has put on

incorruption. Hut purer beyond compare than

rose or pearl was tlie body of the sinless Virgin,

of which no relic on earth has ever been scon or

heard of; which this sinful world was not worthy

to hold, and which we, therefore, believe to be

enthroned in heaven.

Mary was exceptional in all things. Among

the children of Adam she stands alone and

apart
li Our tainted nature s solitary boast.&quot;

Singular she was in her stainless conception ;

singular in her sinless life
; singular in her purity,

her virginity, her divine motherhood ; singular in

the union of virginity and maternity in one per

fect pattern of womanhood ; singular in the un

fathomed depth of her sorrows and the unimagi-
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nable height of her joys. Shall not this signal

singularity of exception to the lot of those who

live warrant a crowning exception to the lot of

those who die? Die, indeed, she must, for &quot;it

is decreed unto men once to die,* and she was

of the race of mortals. But having once paid

the debt of nature, she was quit of all debt to

nature s laws.

Of all creatures Mary bore the closest likeness

to her divine Son. She was like Him as God, as

like as it is possible for a human creature to be,

though here in truth all human and all created

likeness falls infinitely short. She was like Him
as man, or, rather, as man He was like her. Surely

the Son was like His Virgin Mother in physical

features, in moral qualities. The face on which

the angels longed to gaze got its comeliness from

hers
;
the eyes gave back the light of Mary s eyes ;

the voice that thrilled the hearer had caught itsO

tone and accents from Mary s voice
;
and the

heart that was meek and lowly throbbed in

unison with a mother-heart that was meek and

lowly, too. In purity, in sinlessness, in love, they

were alike. As one soul were they in their sor-
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rows and in their joys, Undivided in life, they

should not in death be divided. As He died, then,

and rose from the dead, and went up into heaven,

so we believe that she died, and was raised from

the dead, and taken up into heaven; that where

tin 1 Son wus there the Mother should be also.

Yes; we believe that the Mother is where the

Son is, for the Son is God. The ties between

mother and son, how close are they, how tender,

how holy, even in the order of nature ! What

must these ties have been when grace joined

hands with nature to weave them ! And would

this Son who loved His Mother as never son loved

mother before or since suffer her virginal body to

rnoldcr in the tomb? It were almost impiety

to think so. Others He raised from the grave,

some to a mortal life, some to immortality ;
much

more would He deliver His own Mother from the

bonds of death. After the death of Our Lord on

Calvary, St. Matthew tells us,
&quot; The graves were

opened, and many bodies of the saints that had

slept arose, and coming out of the tombs after his

resurrection, came into the holy city, and appeared

to many
&quot; Mutt, xxvii. 52. Xot to a mortal life
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were those saints of the Old Testament raised,

to dwell again on earth with men, as Lazarus did.

&quot;And is it conceivable,&quot; asks Cardinal Newman,
&quot;that the law of the grave should admit of relax

ation in their case, and not in hers ? Therefore

we confidently say that Our Lord, having pre

served her from sin and the consequences of sin

by His Passion, lost no time in pouring out the

full merits of that Passion upon her body as well

as her soul.&quot;
1

Death is the doom of all things that live upon
the earth. In the case of the creatures that are

below man, not only is death the law of their

nature, but it is the only natural goal of their

being. They are wholly of the earth, and so go

wholly back again into the earth, when their little

day of life is over. But with man it is otherwise.

Man is not wholly of the earth. Part of him is

of the earth, and, therefore, mortal
;
but the better

part of him is from God, made in His likeness,

and, therefore, immortal. The earthly part of

him, in obedience to the law of its nature, tends

to full back into the earth whence it was first

1 Meditations and Devotions, p. 63.
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taken. And so far as this, death is man s natural

lot. But and here an anomaly offers itself the

connatural state of the immortal part of him is to

be united with the mortal part so as to form with

it one nature and one person. From this alone

we should infer that the Author of man never

meant him to exist in a purely natural state, or

play a purely natural part in the world. He
meant man from the first to exist in a super
natural state, and, as Aristotle phrases it, To

play the immortal.&quot; Viewing man, therefore,

not in that anomalous state of pure nature in

which he never was and never was meant to

be, but in that high estate so befitting his nature

in which Gocl placed him from the first, we find

him exempt from the law of organic dissolution

that reigns in every other organism. Plainly,

then, in man, death is, as the apostle has it, the

wages of sin. Prevent the cause, and you pre
vent the effect in man before the fall. Our
Lord as man was sinless, yet as man He died.

But remove the cause entirely, and you do away
with the reason for the effect, which, if it exist

in fact, must be traced to some other cause. Nav,
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more, you establish a right, in the one in whose

own person no cause of death is found, to be freed

from that which follows death, but is separable

from it, namely, corruption. Liability to corrup

tion in man there was from the first, till nature

should be confirmed in grace. But the actual re

turn of the body into kindred dust is the direct

result of the curse pronounced upon the first sin

ful pair.

Of all who ever lived on this earth, two, and

two only, there were in whom was found no

cause of death and no germ of corruption : our

Blessed Lord and His Virgin Mother. In Him the

right to incorrupt!on was both inherent by nature

and acquired by merit
;
in her it sprang from

that fullness of grace which freed her, through
His foreseen merits, from all stain of sin, and was

likewise by merit acquired. He was the second

Adam, she the second Eve. And as the first

Adam and first Eve forfeited their right toincor-

ruption by disobedience, the second Adam and

second Eve by their obedience won a right to in-

corruption. Yet was it an obedience even unto

death. In sooth, they both of them were mortal,
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He having assumed, she having inherited, a mortal

nature. Adam and Eve were at first immortal as

a matter of right, which right was none the less

liable to forfeiture; they became mortal as a

matter of fact. Jesus and Mary were mortal as a

matter of fact, bub by right of sinlessness and by
virtue of obedience unto death they won incor-

ruption and immortality.

The doctrine of Mary s corporal assumption is

thus the legitimate corollary of the dogma of her

sinless conception. If others were taken up body

and soul into heaven after death, as we believe

that some were, it was by an altogether excep

tional privilege. But it was fitting that she, the

Mother of the Redeemer and the Queen of

Heaven, should have entry into her kingdom, not

by way of privilege, but by way of right. And

we believe that, as became a queen, she entered

by the royal way.

Disobedience closed to the first Eve the gates

of the earthly paradise, into which her sinlessness

through grace had given her a right to enter.

Obedience opened to the second Eve the gates of

the heavenly paradise, into which she had won a
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right to enter by her sinlessness through grace.

And so, in obedience to the decree of the Eternal

King, she first passed through the gates of death
;

even as, in obedience to the decree of an earthly

king, she had passed in life through the gates of

her native village. And as her passing through

the gates of Xazareth was but an incident of her

journey to Bethlehem, so was her passing through

the gates of death but an incident of that last

journey, from earth to heaven. Through those

same gates One had gone before her who robbed

death of its sting and the grave of its victory.

Disease she knew not
; physical pang there was

none. Her agony she had borne long aforetime

at the foot of the cross. Gently she passed, as

one who goes into a sleep, or as the fruit that is

ripe falls of itself from the tree. Love, stronger

than death, claimed her, and to Love s sweet at

traction she yielded her life. Love had sown

good seed in a towardly soil
;
the seed had taken

root, and grown, and borne fruit
;
the fruit had

ripened ;
the time of gathering had come. It was

autumn in the land of Juda, when the angels

gathered to God this fairest of all earth s fruits.
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It beseemed Him who was at once the sower and

the seed to pass in the springtime, when seed is

sown: unless the grain of wheat, fall into the

ground and die, it abideth alone. Her it beseemed

to await the time of reaping, when the grain is

ripe and the iields are white unto harvest.
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BRIDGING THE GRAVE.

I.

The problem is, with a material body and mental or

ganization inseparably connected with it, to bridge the

grave. Natural Law in the Spiritual World: &quot; Eternal

Life,&quot; p. 162.

MIND AXD BODY.

FOR one who would establish on a philosophic

basis the doctrine of the immortality of the soul,

the real problem is, as the late Professor Drum-

mond states it, to bridge the grave. Many are of

the opinion that philosophy is unequal to the task.

Faith alone, they believe, can give man assurance

of immortality. The professor is much of the

same way of thinking, only that he would set up

on a scientific foundation the belief in immortality

that comes in the first instance by Faith. In one

of the most fascinating chapters of a fascinat

ing book, he seeks to show that the theory of
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Christianity on this point is quite scientific, and

at the same time quite independent
&quot; of all the

usual speculations on Immortality. The theory

is
not,&quot;

lie avers,
&quot; that thought, volition, or

emotion as such are to survive the grave.&quot;

What then, is the theory ? Starting with Mr.

Hebert Spencer s definition of life as a correspon

dence with environment,&quot; he points out that life

must last so long as correspondence with environ

ment continues. Correspondence with environ

ment is life ;
failure to correspond with environ

ment is death. Such failure, however, is the

doom of the life that now is. The environment

is changeable, often unsuitable
;
the correspon

dence, imperfect. But given a perfect correspon

dence, life would be perfect ;
and given an eternal

environment, life would be eternal. Now, this is

precisely what Faith gives us
;
the assurance of

a perfect correspondence and an eternal environ

ment. And this is Faith s one, though essential,

contribution to the scientific proof of the soul s

1

16., &quot;Eternal Life/ p. 164.

2
&quot;The continuous adjustment of internal relations

with external relations.&quot;
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immortality. This is Life Eternal,&quot; said Christ,

that they may know Thee, the only true God,

and Jesus Christ whom Thou hast sent.&quot;

This, in brief, is how Professor Drumraond

essays to set up the doctrine of immortality 011 a

scientific basis. What are we to think of his

essay? It is well meant, without doubt, and

clever too, but unavailing, because it sets out

with a faulty definition of life. Of course, life

includes correspondence with environment, but

the essence of life is not in this correspondence.

Correspondence is, from the nature of the case,

a relation, and life is not a relation, but a thing.

Correspondence with environment presupposes a

something that corresponds, a subject of the cor-

respondence, and this something, this subject, in

our case, is the soul, the subject of thought

and volition, the principle within each of us

which thinks and wills.
2 But if this principle

be intrinsically and wholly bound up with the

lib., p. 157.

2 &quot; He asks . . . about that living intelligence by

by which I write, and argue, and act. &quot;-Newman,

Apologia Pro Vita Sua, p. xxii.
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material body (not
&quot;

inseparably connected with

it,&quot;
as death demonstrates daily by severing the

connection), it needs must perish utterly with

the material body. What, then, is to keep up
the correspondence with the eternal environment ?

Where is the use of building- a bridge over the

grave, if there be no passenger to cross it ? If

that which thinks and wills in each one of us

were to perish at death with the body, plain it is

that nothing of man would be left to know the

only true God, or live the life eternal. Were

faith, indeed, preventive of physical death, once

correspondence with the eternal environment

was opened on this basis, it could be kept up

forever, and this would be immortality for those

who got and kept the faith. But death is

The stern law of every mortal lot,

and this is precisely what creates the problem. If

there were no such thing as death for the be

liever, there would be no such thing as a grave
to be bridged. It remains, then, that the theory
of Christianity postulates as a truth of the

natural order, revealed not by Faith only, but al-
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so by the light of unaided reason, that thought

and volition survive the grave.

I have said thought and volition advisedly. It

is not claimed, nor could the claim be made good

if it were put forward, that sensation, or imag

ination, or any form of organic life, physical or

psychical, can survive the grave. Physical death

puts an end to all organic life. The soul, or ul

timate source and root of vital activity in man,

carries on all the processes of organic life in and

through, or by means of, bodily organs. When,

therefore, these bodily organs decay and crumble,

as they do at death, all the processes of organic

life are at an end.
1 Man can no more see with

out an e^*e, or imagine without a brain,- than he

1 Aristotle long ago cautioned men against imagining

that the soul, or its faculty, decays, or is weakened,

because the organ decays. If, he observed, the man

whose sight is impaired by age got a new eye, i. e.. a

new organ of sight, he could see as well as ever.

Cf. St. Thomas, Qnaest. Disp. de Anima, art. 14

ad 19.

2 But neither, it may be urged, can man think with

out a brain. True, but truer, paradoxical though it be,

that he can t think with a brain. Man can t see with

out light, nor eat without hands (if not his own, some

body else s), yet it is not, properly speaking, with the
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can eat without a mouth, or talk without a ton

gue, or send the blood to all parts of his body

without a heart. All the processes of organic life

depend intrinsically on organs, in such wise that,

when the organs are destroyed, it is physically

impossible for these processes to be carried on

any longer, and life must cease. If, then, there

is in man no life, no form of vital energy, save

such as is necessarily bound up with bodily

organs and dependent intrinsically upon them,

light, that he sees, but with his eyes ; nor with his

hands that he eats, but with his mouth. Indispen
sable conditions must not be confounded with causes.

The brain is an indispensable condition of thought in

the present life
; the sole cause or agent is the mind.

But, it may still be urged, there can be no thinking
where the indispensable condition of thought is want

ing, and therefore no thinking beyond the grave.
Much might be said in answer, hut enough to say. first,

that when the natural light fails him, man makes
shift to see with some other light ; and when one s o\vn

hands are no longer able to carry the food to the mouth,
other hands may be found able and willing to do the

work for one. Secondly, when man has had his fill

of food, lie doesn t need any more while that lasts.

Now the mind carries with it the ideas which it has

acquired in this life, and which are, like itself, in

destructible, to feed upon them in its long home.
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no power, not even that of the Almighty, can

keep man from perishing utterly, perishing body

and soul, when the grave opens to receive him.

For it is intrinsically impossible that organic

life should continue without organs, and that

which is intrinsically impossible is such even to

an agent of infinite power. If, on the other

hand, there is in man a form of vital energy that

does not depend intrinsically on bodily organs,

a vital process or processes that can go on with

out organs, then nature has the bridge across the

grave ready-made, and the problem of im

mortality is solved on strictly philosophic princi

ples. The purpose of this essay is to show that

there is in man such a form of vital energy.

There are certain processes of our mental life of

such a nature that they could not by any pos

sibility be carried on in and through, or by means

of, bodily organs ;
so much so that it would be

just as impossible for these processes to be

carried on with bodily organs, as it is for the

processes of organic life to be carried on with

out them These processes are thought and

volition.
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Man thinks: therefore man as man, i. 6, as a

rational being, is immortal. To think is to exer

cise vital energy of a certain kind. Thoughts

are products of that vital energy which we call

Mind. 1 The objects of thought, the things which

we think about, are sensible and material things,

1 Professor James of Harvard conceives of Mind as a

&quot;stream of consciousness,&quot; a string of thoughts, one

following the other, and each appropriating the past

thoughts (that are dead and buried), and calling them
its own. He fancies the present thought may be &quot; the

ceaseless thinker in eacli one of us.&quot; This conception
of Mind is shown to bo utterly false by the testimony of

consciousness, which assures us of the abiding identity
of the thinking subject, the agent that thinks, in each

one of us. One may as well question one s own ex

istence as the permanence of the thinking principle
within one, for this is the real

E&amp;lt;jo.
The conception is

also utterly absurd. How can the passing thought,
which has only come into being at this moment, have
become acquainted with, or now know, or own, thoughts
that were already dead and buried before it was born ?

Is it even conceivable that the thought which is now
alive and the next moment dead and buried, an entity
that perishes in the very act of affirming its own ex

istence, can be &quot;the ceaseless thinker in each one of

us&quot; can be &quot;that living intelligence by which I

write, and argue, and act?&quot; Thought, moreover, is

unthinkable save as the modification of mind, the

product of intelligence, the act of an agent.
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or they are supersensible, immaterial, spiritual,

But whether thought be about the former class

of things or the latter, it ever reveals itself as the

outgrowth of a living energy that acts without a

bodily organ; of a vital force that, in its opera

tion and therefore in its being, is intrinsically in

dependent of matter.

MIXD AND SPIRIT.

First let us examine our thoughts of things

supersensible, immaterial, spiritual. And ob

serve that we are not now concerned to show

that such things exist outside of the mind.

What concerns us is the undeniable fact that

they exist in the mind, that we have thoughts

about them. We think of God as of an immaterial

or spiritual being, a pure intelligence, a pure

Spirit. Even if this conception could be had by

man only through Revelation, the fact of his

having it at all in his mind would prove his

mind to be spiritual. For the conception of a

spiritual being is the conception of a being with

out extension, without weight, without color,

without any of those properties that belong to
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matter as such
; the conception of a force, or

energy, or active principle not lodged in matter,
but putting forth activity independently of mat
ter. Now it is perfectly plain that the mind, to

grasp such a thought as this, to take it in at all,

must itself be without extension, and without any
of those properties that belong to matter as such

;

must be an energy not lodged in matter, an active

principle that puts forth its activity, not in and

through, but without a bodily organ. There is

absolutely no proportion between a material

agent or a spiritual agent that acts through, or by
means of, a bodily organ, and is thus reduced to

the level of material agency in respect of the

manner and range of its activity ; there is

absolutely no proportion between such an agent
or cause, and a purely spiritual product, such as

the conception of a purely spiritual being. That
which is material, or intrinsically dependent
upon matter in its operation, can never receive

into itself the idea, much less by itself form the

idea, of a purely spiritual entity. On the other

hand, that which is received into another must

adapt itself to the mode of being that belongs
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to its recipient. But an entity of the spiritual

order, which is simple or without extension, can

never adapt itself to the mode of being that be

longs to an entity of the material order, which is

extended, since it cannot cease to be simple or

inextencled without ceasing to be an entity of the

spiritual order, ? . e., without ceasing to be what

it is. In a word, only that which is spiritual

iUclf can think of the spiritual. To say that

what is material, or bound up with matter in

sucl i a way as to be intrinsically subject to the

laws and conditions of material agencies in its

operation, can do so, is to say that man may

gather grapes of thorns, or that there can be an

effect without an adequate cause. No faculty

that is of the material order, or that acts in and

through a material organ, is fitted to receive into

itself the impression of an entity belonging to

the spiritual order. For the impression made on

that which is of the material order and extended,

can never be other than material and extended.

Hence men cannot see God with the bodily eye,

nor picture Him to themselves in imagination,

for these faculties of the soul are bound up in-
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trinsically with bodily organs, and therefore sub

ject in their operations to the conditions that

hamper and hem in material agencies, and the

laws that govern them. How fruitless is the

quest after God, the pure Spirit, by way of the

senses or the imagination, let pagan mythology

tell. But men can and do know God, men can

and do believe in God, men can and do love God,

precisely because and solely because the human

mind in its essence or being, and in those opera

tions that are distinctively and specifically human,

viz., thinking and willing, is neither material nor

dependent intrinsically upon material organs.

Not only can man receive into his mind the

idea of a God who is pure Spirit ;
he can form

that idea himself. It cannot reasonably be

doubted that man has formed this idea, or, in

other words, has, at least in individual instances,

come to know of God s existence and spiritual

essence, by the exercise of reason alone. Even

the aborigines of North America knew of God as

the Great Spirit before ever a Jesuit missionary

brought them that higher and deeper knowledge

of Him which comes by Revelation. The strong-
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est, the most philosophic, proofs of God s exist

ence as the uncaused First Cause, the Prime

Mover, Pure Act without admixture of potenti

ality, Supreme Intelligence, were borrowed by

the schoolmen from the pages of Aristotle.

&quot;

How,&quot; asks the Stagirite,
&quot; can anything be set

in motion without the existence of a motive

power? Therefore God, who is supreme, pure

Spirit, does exist.&quot;
l And he affirms that from

God proceeds the spirit that animates the human

body. The mind of man, then, forms to itself

the idea of a purely spiritual being. This idea is

in the mind, and is the product of the mind.

Therefore the mind of man must be itself of a

spiritual nature, for that which is material can

never beget, or conceive within itself after a

psychical manner, that which is spiritual.

MIXD AND METAPHYSICAL CONCEPT.

I take it as a certain fact that the mind of man

can and does conceive, or form an idea, of God as

a pure Spirit ;
and that it forms and has other

i Metaph., XII, 8,
2
Ibid., XII, 9.
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ideas without number that are strictly supersen

sible or immaterial. If any one is disposed to

deny this, let him consider that there are to be

found in the languages and literatures of all

peoples words that express these ideas or concep

tions of the mind. Such words presuppose the

real existence in the mind of the corresponding

ideas. We conceive of being as such, of good

ness, of oneness, of truth, entities all of them of

the metaphysical order, beyond the ken of sense,

transcending imagination as well as every faculty

that is organic or material. We conceive of

possibility as such, a something midway between

being and nothing, a something that does not but

could exist. Can that which does not exist in

itself make an impression upon a bodily organ,

or upon a faculty that is tied down in the exer

cise of its activity to a bodily organ ? And if it

can t, can such a faculty get an impression of it,

or form an idea of it ? The mathematician con

ceives of a point, and defines his idea of it as that

which has position but not magnitude, that

which is, therefore, without parts, inextended,

simple. The physicist conceives of energy as
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distinct from the matter in which it is lodged,

and so far forth as it is distinct, as something in-

extended, without parts, simple ;
conceives of it,

I say, as distinct, not as existing apart from

matter, for he knows full well that the kind of

energy he has to do with never does exist by

itself apart from the matter in which it is

lodged. Again the question arises: Can that

which itself has parts, is extended, is composite,

put forth ara act or beget an effect that is simple,

inextoiidt d, without parts? To ask the question

is to answer it in the negative. Once more,

virtue, justice, duty, responsibility, conscience,

are not mere names. They are potent realities

in the world of mind, and make their influence

felt in the world of matter. But what eye has

seen these things? What ear has heard the

sound of their voices (save in a figurative sense ?)

What fancy has pictured them? Xo psychical

faculty or power that operates in and through a

bodily organ ever yet lias caught, or ever can

catch, the faintest impression of these subtle and

elusive, yet most real and influential entities, that

dwell, as in a world and kingdom of their own,
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in the mind of man. They are subtle and elusive,

because they are spiritual; they are real and in

fluential for the same reason. Mind dominates

the world of matter, and is, in a certain high and

true sense, the only reality. Two things, St.

Augustine observes, God made in the beginning :

Mind, next Himself
; Matter, next nothing unum

jyrope Te, aliudprope nlhil.

MIND AND SELF.

Finally, there is that most wonderful feat of

Mind, which is revealed in what Tennyson some

where speaks of as &quot;the power to feel, I am I.
&quot;

The mind thinks on itself, for it thinks on its

own thought; therefore it is spiritual. Con

sciousness attests that the mind thinks on its

own thought, when it reflects. But its thought
is in itself, for thought is an immanent act, not

passing to an object, but remaining in the subject

that elicits it. Therefore, to think on its own

thought, the mind, instead of reaching out to

wards objects that are external to itself in order

to grasp them, in its own way, and take them in,

as it does in all acts of direct perception must
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reflect, turn back, or return upon itself in such a

way that it becomes at once the subject and ob

ject of its own act. And since it thinks upon its

whole thought, it must return wholly upon itself

not as one part might return on another, but

whole 011 whole. This phenomenon of reflection,

the existence of which is so clearly attested by

consciousness, is inexplicable, and must forever

remain inexplicable, on any other theory than

this : that the subtle force which we call intel

ligence or intellect is neither material in its

essence, nor lodged in matter in such a way as

to be unable to energize save in and through

matter, in obedience to the laws that govern the

actions of all material agencies. To say that the

phenomenon is inexplicable on any other theory

is really to come short of the truth. It is in pal

pable contradiction to all our experience of the

way material agents act, and all that we know of

their nature. One body may act on another

body ;
one particle of matter may act on another

particle ;
but that one body, or one part of a

body, should turn back its activity on itself, this

has never yet been known, and the intrinsic ini-
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possibility of the thing must be plain to every

thinking mind.

Self-conscious energy, though very wonderful,
is not unintelligible. The mind, being itself

simple and spiritual, its act is simple and spirit

ual, and the product of its act, or the thought, is,

in like manner, spiritual, simple, without parts.

Such an energy, if it reacts upon itself at all,

must react upon its whole self. But reflection is

unintelligible and utterly unthinkable on the

supposition that the mind is material or uses a

material organ, such as the brain or any pnrt of

the brain, to think with. Tt does use the brain,

to be sure, but not as an organnot to think

with, but to furnish it with food for thought.

II.

THE relations of the known and the knower are infi

nitely complicated, and a genial, whole-hearted, popular-
science way of formulating them will not suffice. The
only possible patli to understanding them lies through
metaphysical subtlety ; and Idealism and Erkenntniss-
theoric must say their say before the natural science

assumption that thoughts
&quot;

know&quot; things grows clear.

James, Psychology Epilogue.

The having of general ideas is that which puts a per-
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feet distinction betwixt man and bvutos, and is an ex

cellency which the faculties of brutes do by no means

uiuiiii to. For it is evident we observe no footsteps in

them of making use of general signs for universal ideas;

from which we have reason to imagine that they have

not the faculty of abstracting, or making general ideas,

since they have no use of words, or any other general

sjcrns. Locke, Of Human Understanding, Bk. 2
;

c. 11 ;

10.

MIND AND ABSTRACTION.

THE human mind forms ideas of supersensible

and spiritual things. Words embodying such

ideas are to be found in the language of every

people. True, it forms these ideas not without

the aid of the imagination, which is an organic

faculty, and uses some part of the brain as its

organ. The imagination, however, only furnishes

it with images of sensible objects, which come in

originally through the gateways of sense, or,

rather, are wrought in the outer sense by the

action of some external object or stimulus.

But, though the mind does form ideas of tilings

that are beyond the ken of sense, from images of

material objects and from self-ivllectioii, it is not

of such tilings it forms its first ideas. The con

natural object of the human mind lies in the
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material universe, in the world of sense. All of

man s knowledge comes originally through the

senses. But the mind sees in that which sense

presents to it something that sense does not per
ceive. It has an incomparably wider range of

vision and deeper insight than sense. It ran

sacks every corner of the universe, and grasps
the inner nature of things. It goes down even

into the bowels of the earth, and reaches out

beyond the farthest of the fixed stars. It dwells

in the past as if in its own realm, and pierces the

veil of the future, foretelling with precision

effects that are yet unborn in the wombs of their

causes.

The soul of man ,&quot;.3 larger than the sky,
Deeper than ocean, or the abysmal dark,
Of the unfathomed center.

Now, the root of the soul s transcendent power
is its spirituality. It is not material, nor tied

down to a bodily organ, nor hampered with it in

its operations. The proof of this that we are

now to consider is that even tilings material, even

things of the sensible order, it conceives of after

an immaterial or spiritual manner.
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First of all we must try to get some clear notion

of how we come by our ideas of these things. Im

pressions of them are produced in the outer sense,

and afterwards reproduced in imagination. Act

ing on these sensible impressions or images, the

mind forms ideas which, as ideas, are like the

objects they represent. But, as modifications of

the mind, they are like the mind, spiritual-

without extension, without color, without any

of the properties of matter as such. We find an

analogous process in the phenomenon of bodily

vision, which is akin to intellectual vision. The

light of the sun, which, though material, is a

very subtle agent, acts on the external object,

and causes an image of it to result in the eye

an image which is itself, as such, a true picture

of the extended material object, yet as an entity,

as a modification of the organ of sight, possesses

the subtle properties of the agent that produced it.

But the image, which is the offspring of sun

light and psychic energy, is not spiritual. It

belongs to the material order of being, and pos

sesses some, at least, of the properties of matter,

such as extension and color, though these qualities
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in it are not stable, as they are in nature, but

flitting and evanescent. 1 The same is to be said

of the image formed by the imagination, which is

but a copy of the original impression made on

the organ of sight. It, too, is of the material

order, and is extended. Now, it is impossible for

a psychical faculty that is tied to a bodily organ,
and reacts on its object in and through that or

gan, to form an impression or image that will

not have, at least, the material attribute of ex

tension. But the mind (using the word in its

highest sense to denote the intellect) forms to

itself ideas of material things, which have neither

extension nor any attribute that belongs to mat
ter. The process by which it does so, and which

is known as abstraction, is intrinsically impossible
to any faculty that is of the material order, or

that works with a bodily organ.

I postulate this power of the mind. If any
one says he has no consciousness of possessing it,

1 If the lake, which mirrors on its calm surface the

surrounding hills, with all their wealth of variegated
color, were a sentient thing, it would react on its

environment in the form of a visual sensation.
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let him reflect that the language of man, as

distinguished from what we may call the language

of the lower animals, consists essentially of words

that express abstract ideas, whereof the common

and abstract nouns of the grammarian may he

taken as samples. Logos, or thought, incarnates

itself dally in Language, and builds itself a stately

mansion
nionumentura aero perennius,

in Literature. There it dwells, and at all hours

of the day and night is at home &quot;

to Mind.

By the faculty of abstraction is meant the

power which the mind lias to conceive, or form an

idea, of an attribute or thing, without any other

attribute or thing that may be physically bound

up with it in the outer world. Thus we form an

idea of whiteness, without any of the other attri

butes that exist with it in a given subject, and

without the subject itself
;
of energy, one of the

ultimate constituents of the physical world,

without its twin constituent, which we call

matter; of the essential nature of a class, in

the abstract, without any of the individual at

tributes, as humanity (in its first intention) ;
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of the essential nature of a class, in the con

crete, without any of the individual attributes,

as man, dog, etc.
;
in fine, of any one aspect of a

thing, without the other aspects. In the phys

ical world, whiteness as such, energy as such,

humanity as such, man as such, do not exist.

Only the concrete, individual subjects exist in

nature ; viz., white things, material agents (bodies

in which energy is lodged), mankind (humanity

in the collective sense), and individual men (Peter,

John, etc.). But the concept of whiteness as

such, the concept of energy as such, the concept

of humanity as such, the concept of man as such,

do exist in the mind
;
else language is a living lie,

and words are counterfeits, not counterparts, of

ideas.

We conclude from this that the agent which

thinks, or forms ideas in each one of us, is in

trinsically independent of a bodily organ in think

ing or forming ideas
;
that it has a vital opera

tion, and, therefore, a life of its own, which it

does not share with the body, or with any bodily

organ. The operation of any vital faculty that

does its work by means of an organ, is the opera-
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tion of the living organ. Thus, it is the living

hand that writes, and the living eye that sees,

and the living brain that imagines. It is not the

soul alone which pictures an object, nor the brain

alone, but the two acting as one agent, as one

complete principle of operation. Xow the im

pression that is made on an organic faculty, or,

to put it in another way, on the soul through an

organ, must, from the nature of the case, be con

crete, and represent things as existing in the con

crete. It can never, by any possibility, be abstract,

nor represent anything as existing in the abstract.

For the living organ, or organic faculty, is itself

concrete, and the act of an agent must be such as

is the agent. In matter of fact, the eye lias never

seen, nor .has the fancy pictured, anything but

the concrete. &quot;Moreover, an organic faculty never

can act but in response to a stimulus. But the

abstract, energy as such, let us say, can never

serve as a stimulus, for the very good reason that

energy as such, /. c., in the abstract, nowhere

exists in the universe of matter. Only in the

world of mind does pure energy exist. The in

tellect is a principle of energy that is not lodged
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in matter, that is wholly abstracted from matter

in its being and operation, and therefore capable

of forming abstract ideas of laying hold of an

attribute, such as whiteness, and endowing it with

that abstract and substantive mode of being

which belongs to itself. Every schoolboy knows

that &quot; whiteness
&quot;

is a substantive.

Let us, in the next place, consider the ideas

themselves, and see how they bear witness to the

spirituality of the psychic energy that produces

them. Take, for example, the idea of energy it

self. When the physicist affirms that,
&quot; In the

physical universe there are but two classes of

things, MATTER and EXERGY,&quot;
1 he conceives of

energy as distinct from matter. He finds, indeed,

that he cannot include the two tilings under one

concept, though he is well aware that in the phys

ical world the two are inseparably bound up to

gether. He conceives of matter as of something

passive or inert; as of something extended or

made up of parts. He conceives of energy as of

something active
;
as of something Avhich is it

self without parts or extension, though it is never

1
Tait, Properties of Matter, p. 1.
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known to act save in and through that which has

parts and is extended. Now, I ask, can a psychic

energy that is bound up with matter, and never

acts save in and through a material organ, con

ceive of a something thus simple as existing

apart from matter ? Can anything act otherwise

than according to its nature ? Can that which is

physically bound up with matter act as though it

were not bound up with matter ?

Or take the idea of man. Man as apprehended

by an organic faculty, such as the eye or the

imagination, is ever the concrete, individual per

son, possessed of certain concrete and personal

attributes of shape, color, etc., and answering to

the concrete name of Paul or John, known to

grammarians as the proper noun. On the other

hand, man as apprehended by the intellect is not

this or that concrete individual person, possessed

of these or those concrete and personal attributes,

but tni individual having a human nature, with

out those concrete and personal attributes that

determine it in the individual. Hence, while

sense or imagination can make man known to us

only by forming as many different images or
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representations as there are individual men, the

mind includes all men, past, present, future, or

possible, under one common concept, and knows

all of them, in their essential attributes, by means

of this one idea. So an architect gets a true idea

of all buildings constructed on the same plan from

a simple inspection of the plan. The mind thus

conceives of material things without the material

and individualizing conditions that determine

them in the concrete. It conceives of them after

an immaterial manner, and must therefore itself

be immaterial or spiritual.

Once more, take the idea of color. Neither the

eye nor the imagination can perceive color, or

even whiteness, but only colored things, and white

things. The mind, on the other hand, conceives,

not only of whiteness, but of color as such. Nor

is this all. The image of a colored thing, say, a

scarlet head-dress, that is formed on the retina of

the eye, is itself colored. 1 Our consciousness

attests the same of the picture that is formed in

1 Modern physicists tell us that color is not really in

things ; that it is only in the sense. But if the image
which is in the eye or the imagination, and which is as
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the imagination. But our idea of color is not

itself colored. If it were, it would no longer be

the idea of color, but the idea of this or that

species of color, say, red or blue, since only spe

cific colors exist in the concrete.
1

I am aware how hard it is to apprehend the

existence of such an idea as this in the mind.

It is a most subtle and elusive entity ;
and the

imagination ever distracts the intellect with its

presentation of concrete images, when we try to

grasp it. Only as embodied in the spoken or

written word does it distinctly proclaim its exist

ence, and make good to the mind the title it has

to be owned for its genuine offspring. The

image and superscription which words bear were

stamped upon them in the mint of Mind; else

are they spurious coin. Now the formation of

real in its own order of being as things are in theirs, is

really colored, why may not the thing of which it is the

image be really colored, too ? And how can it be a true

likeness if it does not correspond to the original?

i - The notion of this common property is that which

remains constant while imagination is picturing every

po^ible variety of color. It is the uniform trait in all

colored things ; that is-color in the abstract. &quot;-Herbert

Spencer, The Data of Ethics, ch. vii, 46.
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such a concept is, from the nature of the case

and intrinsically, impossible to a psychic energy

that is tied down to a bodily organ and immersed

in matter.

MIND AND MATTER.

There is a further proof of the immateriality

of mind, which is based on the nature of cogni

tion on the one hand, and that of matter on the

other. The universe, including man, is made up

of two ultimate constituents, Matter and Energy.

Energy is multifold, but may be classed, with

the matter in which it is lodged, as inorganic,

and organic or vital. The latter form of energy

may further be subdivided into physical and

psychical or conscious
;

and this latter again

into organic, and extraorganic or supraorganic.

Among the distinctive notes of all forms of

vital energy, are two in particular : a certain

spontaneity or capability of self-motion, which

is more marked in the higher forms
;
and assimi

lation by intussusception. This assimilative

power is first met with in the processes of the

vegetable life, in plant, animal and man, the organ-
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ism taking up into itself and converting into its

own substance certain elements of the inorganic

world.
1 And these elements communicate at

least certain of their physical qualities to the

organism. Thus the flesh of hogs fed on iish

tastes of fish.

But in the processes of sentient and rational

life, where the vital energy is psychic or con

scious, neither matter nor any of its physical

qualities is taken up and assimilated. There is a

taking up, but it is after a psychical manner ;
there

is assimilation, but it is the converse- of that

which has place in the vegetable kingdom. The

psychic agent assimilates itself to its object.

Taking up the object into itself after a psychical

manner, it is changed into the likeness of, and in

some sense itself becomes the object.- This

changing of itself into the likeness of its object,

which is the characteristic note of cognitive fac-

iThus does vital energy, even in its lowest form,

dominate the forces of the inorganic world, showing

itself to be a superior kind of energy.
2 The first time we see light in ComlilLio s phrase we

are it rather than see it. James, Psychology (abridged),

p. 14.
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ulty, whether sentient or intellectual, is possible

only to a form of energy that is not wholly im

mersed in matter, but is at least in a measure

exempt from material conditions and the iron

rule of physical law. And in the measure that

it is free from the thraldom of matter, will its

power be great and the range ol its activity wide.

For it is the nature of matter to tie down and

fetter the energy that is linked to it, and to nar

row the range of its activity.

We have now reached a point where the law

of psychic energy in relation to its object, when

that object is material, may be formulated. THE

PSYCHIC AGEXT MUST XOT HAVE IX ITSELF THE

PHYSICAL QUALITY THAT IT IS TO TAKE UP IXTO

ITSELF AFTER A PSYCHICAL MAXXER. Or, to put

it another way: COGNITIVE FACULTY MUST BE

ITSELF EXEMPT FKO.M THE PHYSICAL QUALITY OR

QUALITICS THAT IT IS TO COGXIZK. TlllS laW IS

established by induction, by analog} ,
and by

ivason. First, by induction, in the case of the

external senses. If the temperature of the body

be the same as that of the water in a bath, one

will have no sensation of temperature : if lower,
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one will feel the water slightly warm ;
if higher,

somewhat cold. We thus see that when there is

the same degree of the physical quality in the

sense-organ as there is in the stimulus, the sense

cannot take into itself the quality after a psy

chical manner, and there is consequently no sen

sation. We see, moreover, that the sense is

capable of receiving the quality into itself after a

psychical manner, precisely in the degree and

to the extent that it is physically exempt from

the quality. So the tongue that has in itself

the physical quality of bitterness, can have no

sensation of sapid quality save that of bitter

ness. So the hearing of sounds is impeded, if,

from sonic cause or other, the physical conditions

of sound exist within the organ. So, too, the

eye could never see colors, were not the pupil

and lenses colorless or transparent.

The same appears from analogy. It is only the

body which has not physically in itself a given

quality, that can become temporarily the recipient

or subject of that quality, or the medium through

which it may pass. Thus, a glass stained blue or

red cannot become the recipient of any other
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color while that which it has remains, or serve as

a medium for colors to pass through. Unstained

glass, on the contrary, will serve as the medium

for all colors, and a mirror will reflect all faces.

And as in nature, so in art. A canvas on which

nothing lias yet been painted may he used by the

artist to draw upon it any picture he likes.

Once it has been used, it is no longer fit to receive

a second impression.

Reason, too, proves the validity of the law from

the very nature of cognition. Knowledge is the

vital expression of the object known in the subject

knowing it; or it is the representation in the

knower of the thing known. The knower is thus

changed into the likeness of, and becomes, after

a psychical manner, the thing known. Now the

real knower in each one of us is the soul or prin

ciple of vital and psychic energy, for knowledge

is essentially a vital and psychic act. When the

knower uses a bodily organ as the medium or in

strument by which it puts itself in psychic cor

respondence with its object, its capability of

changing itself into the likeness of an object, in

other words, its capability of knowing, is so far
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lessened and narrowed. For every material

thing, including, of course, the bodily organ, is of

such a nature as to fetter vital energy and eon-

tract the range of its activity. Thus, the soul,

using the, eye as its instrument, can only perceive

colors, and with the ear can only perceive sounds.

From this is but a step to the wider generali /ation,

that the deeper any principle of vital energy is

immersed in matter, and the more it is tied down

thereto, the less capable it is of putting forth a

psychic act.
1 Its capability of so doing is in

direct proportion to the degree of its elevation

above matter, and its exemption from the condi

tions that bind down and hamper material

agency. The principle of psychic energy in man

has to swathe itself in bodily organs to put itself

in correspondence with matter in the concrete.

Hut it has to pay as a penalty for the knowledge

thus gained, imprisonment with hard labor.

Matter in such cases exacts a forfeit of Mind. So

the diver clothes himself in his diving-suit when

he wishes to put himself in psychic contact with

objects that lie at the bottom of the sea. And lie,

1 He shall not blind his soul with clay. Tennyson.
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too, forfeits thereby his unshackled freedom of

action and contracts the range of his psychic

power.

The goal of our argument is now in plain sight,

The mind of man is capable of taking into itself

after a psychical manner and apprehending all

the qualities and attributes of matter : therefore

it has not physically in itself any of the qualities

or attributes of matter. Observe that we say it

is capable of apprehending, not that it actually

apprehends ; also, that we say apprehending, i. e.,

taking in mentally, forming some notion of, not

comprehending, which means taking in a thing

in all its aspects and relations, or
full}&quot;

under

standing it. The tongue perceives all tastes, be

cause it has no sapid quality physically existing

in itself; the eye perceives all colors, because no

color physically exists in the organ; the mind

perceives all the qualities of matter, and all its

attributes, because it has in itself physically none

of the qualities of matter, and none of its attri

butes. Therefore it is immaterial, and, being an

intelligence, is also spiritual.
1

&quot; It remains

1 This is the argument used by Aristotle (De. Aniina,
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then,&quot;
in the words of Aristotle,

&quot; that the mind

alone comes [to the body] from without, and that

it alone is divine. For no bodily organ or agent

has any share in its act.&quot;

MIXD AND VOLITION.

Volition, which is with Thought the twin-pro-

durt of mental energy, witnesses also to the

spirituality of the soul. The argument admits

of being stated briefly. Volition ever treads upon

the heel of Thought, It is the act of the Will,

and Will can never put forth an act until it gets

its cue from Intellect, or, in plain words, until

Intellect sets before it a motive. There is no voli

tion but of that which is intellectually apprehend

ed as good. Now the intellect, being itself a spir

itual faculty, apprehends supersensible, ideal,

spiritual good. Hence, the longing in the heart

of man for something better and nobler and

worthier of our rational nature than gross mate

rial enjoyment. Hence the aspirations after ideal

iii, 6), and after him by Aquinas (Quaest. Disp. De

Anima, art. 14), to prove the spirituality of the soul.

1 De Gencrat. Anitu., c. 13.
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good, and the yearning of the soul for a happi,

ness that it finds not here.

Man never is, but always to be blest.

Phenomena these are of our mental life that pro

claim aloud the spirituality of that constituent

of our nature which we call the soul. They can

not, being spiritual, be traced to other than a

spiritual source. Like the first faint streaks of

light in the east, they are tokens of a sunrise of

the spirit that lives and breathes in man a sun

rise that shall know no setting.

But there is another aspect of volition. Will

is the real actor on the stage of mental life,

though it gets its cue from Intellect, as has been

said.
1 But even after getting the cue, it may

not play its part, unless it has bound itself to do

so by some previous act, as the actor on the real

1 Though simple in its essence, as indeed all energy

is, the soul is wonderfully complex in its powers. Will

and intellect are not, of course, two faculties standing

apart from each other and from the mind, though one

has to speak of them as if they were to bring out clearly

the fact of their being distinct. In reality they are but

two different forms of the same simple energy, two
different faculties of the same undivided and indivisible

soul.
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stage is bound by his contract freely entered

into with the manager. We have the power to

put forth an act of volition, or not put it forth,

given all the conditions requisite, such as time

for deliberation; in other words, we have free

will and freedom of choice.
1 But consider what

this means. Throughout the whole physical uni

verse, including even that part of man s nature

which he has in common with other organisms,

necessary law, determinism, reigns. Spontaneity

of action you will find, and even a semblance of

freedom, in the brute beast; but man alone is

really free. 3Ian alone sets his will against the

1 I take this for grunted, pleading as warrant the

testimony of consciousness, and the consent of mankind

as implied in their dealings with one another, in every

relation of life. With reason does Mr. Goldwin Smith

call attention to &quot; our power of choice in action, which,

without contradicting our whole nature, cannot bo

denied, as one of the phenomena of humanity. He

eschews the term &quot;

free-will,&quot; but the question is of the

thing, not of the term.

that, which we call a rose,

Bv any other name would smell as sweet.

2 WhereVer thought is wholly wanting, or the power

to act or forbear, according to the direction of thought,

there necessity takes place. Locke, Of the Human Un

derstanding, Bk. 2, c. 21, 13.
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whole universe, and defies all the forces of nature

to extort its consent. For him, and for him

alone,

Stone walls do not a prison make,
Nor iron bars a cage.

But if in man there were no spring of activity

but had its root in matter, and was intrinsically

dependent upon it, man, like every other creature

in the universe, would be tied down in bondage
to the cast-iron laws that govern the operations of

all material agents.

There is a striking passage in the Plw.c.do

one of many touching the supremacy in man of

thought and volition, and the miners intrinsic in

dependence of matter, which is the root of its

freedom. Socrates, on the eve of his death, is

explaining to his friends how lie came to be sit

ting there in prison, awaiting his doom, when
he could have gone free :

&quot;I might compare [Anaxagoras] to a person

who began by maintaining generally that mind is

the cause of the actions of Socrates, but who,
when he endeavored to explain the causes of my
several actions in detail, went on to show that I
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sit here because my body is made up of bones

and muscles
;
and the bones, as he would say.

are hard and have joints which divide them, and

the muscles are elastic, and they cover the bones.

which have also a covering or environment of

flesh and skin whHi contains them; and as the

bones are lifted at their joints by the contraction

or relaxation of the muscles, T am able to bend

my limbs, and this is why T am sitting here in a

curved posture ;
that is what lie would say,

and he would have a similar explanation of my

talking to you, which he would attribute to

sound, and air, and hearing, and he would assign

ten thousand other can, s of the same sort, for

getting to mention the true cause, which is, that

the Athenians have thought fit to condemn me,

and accordingly T have thought it better and

more right to remain here and undergo my sen

tence ;
for I am inclined to think that these

muscles and bones of mine would have gone off

long ago to Megara or Boeotia by the dog of

Egypt they would, if they had been moved only

by their own idea of what was best, and if I had

not chosen as the better and nobler part, instead
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of playing truant and running away, to undergo

any punishment which the State inflicts. There

is surely a strange confusion of causes and condi

tions in all this. It may he said, indeed, that

without hones and muscles and the other parts

of the body I cannot execute my purposes. I kit

to say that I do as I do because of them, and that

this is the way in which, mind acts, and not from

the choice of the best, is a very careless and idle

mode of speaking. I wonder that they cannot

distinguish the cause from the condition [soul

from body, mind from brain and nerves], which

the many, feeling about in the dark, are always

mistaking and misnaming.&quot; (From Professor

Jowctt\s translation, second edition.)

Cicero in the Tasculan Disputations, following

the lead of Plato and Aristotle, thus discourses

on the nature, origin, and destiny of the human
soul :

The source whence the soul comes is not to be
found in this world. For there is in the soul no
mixture, no composition, nothing that springs
from or is fashioned out of earth. Neither is it

of the nature of water, or air, or fire. There is

no form of energy in these elements that has
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memory, understanding, or thought; that can

retain the past, look forward into the future, take

in the present. Godlike faculties these are, and

these alone
;
nor will there ever be found a source

whence they could have come to man, other than

God. Unique, therefore, is the nature and the

activity of the soul, standing apart from these

common and familiar elements. Whatever it is

that feels, and knows, and wills, and lives on, is

heavenly and divine, and for this reason must

needs be- immortal. Nor can God Himself, who
is revealed to our understanding, be conceived of

but as Mind, unfettered and free, segregated from

matter and from all that is mortal, knowing all

things, moving all things, itself endowed with

deathless activity. Such and of such nature is

the mind of man. . . . And as thou knowest

God from His works, though thou seest Him not,

so know the mind of man, though thou seest it

not; and i rom its remembrance of past events, its

faculty of finding things out, the swiftness of its

1,10 vein, nt, all the beauty and perfection that he-

long to it, gather its godlike power. .

This only do thou consider, that thou knowest

God, though thou seest not His face, nor where

He dwells . So oughtcst thou to know thy own

soul, though thou seest not its face, nor knowest

its locus. As for our knowledge of it, we can

n , d ,ubt, unless we are stupid and wholly

jo-norant or natural philosophy, that there is in it

IK) mixture, no composition, no joining together

iind cementing of parts, no fold upon fold. This

being the case, it certainly cannot be disjoined,
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nor divided, nor pulled asunder, nor torn in

pieces. Neither can it perish, then
;
for destruc

tion is a going in pieces, a severance, a tearing
asunder of parts that before their destruction

were held together by some common bond. (I3k.

1; 27,00; 28,70; !&amp;gt;!), 71.)

It may be urged, at this stage, that to prove

the mind to be spiritual is not to prove the soul

to be immortal.
]&amp;gt;ut, really, it is. Once you

establish the fact that there is in man a principle

of life which is intrinsically independent in its

being and spocilie operations, / . e., in thought and

volition, of the bodily organism, the grave is

bridged, and the problem of immortality is

solved, so far as natural reason or philosophy

is concerned with it. The shipwright who has

launched his ship feels that his work is done,

even though, staunch and seaworthy as he know*

he has made her, she is yet destructible, and may

chance to founder or be cast away on some inhos

pitable shore. Much more may the philosopher

feel that his work is done when he has safely

launched the soul on the shoreless sea of eter

nity. For he has tested it and proved it to be a

simple, spiritual, indestructible principle of life
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and energy, which no wave can whelm or wind

wreck and destroy.

Consciousness attests the unity, individuality,

and abiding sameness of that which thinks and

wills in each one of us. Every particle of matter

in the body is renewed again and again in the

course of an ordinary lifetime, yet man is ever

the same individual. If, therefore, that which

thinks and wills and is the true Ego or Self, sur

vives the grave, it survives as the one, indi

vidual, and same ngent which it is conscious to

itself of being throughout the present life. A

living reality, not a phantom, it will not, on

being released from the body, melt into thin air,

like the shade, of Creusa. An individual agent

here, it, will not lose its individuality in the

sphere beyond, nor merge its identity in some

imaginary sea of psychic energy. &quot;There was

no individual current which served the electric

machine, and lost its occupation when that

machine \vas demolished,&quot; says one who likens

the soul to an electric current and conceives of it

as part of an anima inundi. Precisely. But

there /* in man an individual principle of
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psychic energy, capable of knowing and identify

ing itself and that makes a difference. The

pagan of old, if he had fantastic notions, had a

saving common sense withal, which your modern

pantheist, with his cuilr/ia miuidi, seems quite to

lack. It was not to drown them in Lethe that

Charon ferried his ghostly passengers over Ache

ron. Had that been the purpose, he could as

well have tossed them into the Ilivcr of AVoo.

Well has the poet said :

That each who seems a separate whole,

Should move his rounds, and fusing all

The skirts of self again, should fall

Rernergirig in the general Soul,

Is faith as vague as all un sweet :

Eternal form shall still divide

The eternal soul from all heside ;

And I shall know him when we meet,

To put the whole thing in a nutshell. Man,

as man, is mortal because the soul, which is a

simple principle of psychic energy, is separable

from the body. Ts this simple and subsistent

principle of psychic energy separable from itself?

And if not, must we not admit it to be intrin

sically and in its own nature immortal V
&quot; The
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soul,&quot; observes Cicero,
&quot; feels itself to be moved,

but at the same time feels that it is moved by its

own power, not by that of another agent, and

that it is impossible it should desert itself.&quot;

(
Tusc. 1.

i.)
The soul is a simple and subsistent

principle of life
;
therefore incorruptible ;

there

fore indestructible ; therefore, in the natural

order, immortal. When any one can point to a

single instance in which as much as a grain of

matter or energy has been annihilated, or give a

single good reason why Clod should annihilate

anything, then, but not till then, it will be need

ful to prove that God will not annihilate the

soul. Cy. St. Thomas, 1% a. 75, q. 6, ad 2ura-
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S. IreiicTiis says, &quot;The Scriptures are perfect,

being dictated by the Word of God and by His

Spirit;

S. Macarins says,
&quot; God the King sent the Holy

Scriptures as His epistles to men.&quot;-

S, John Chrysostom says, \Vliat things the

Scriptures promulgate, the Lord promulgated.
3

Again, &quot;All that is in Scripture \ve must thor

oughly examine
;
for all are dictated by the Holy

Ghost, and nothing is written in them in vain. 4

Again, &quot;The mouth of the Prophet is the mouth

of God.&quot;
5

Again, &quot;The Divine Scripmre declares

nothing vaguely or without intention, but every

syllable and every point has some mystery hidden

1 Conlrn Ilacr, lib. ii. c. 47.

- I loin. XXXIX.
]&amp;gt;.

-170.

3 Ilom. /.&amp;gt;&amp;lt; Lazaro, toui. i. p. 755.
4 Horn. XXXVI. in S . Joan.
6 Horn,, XIX, in Acta App.
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in it.&quot; Xot an iota, not a point, in Scripture is

there in vain.
2

Again,
&quot; Xothing in the Divine

Scriptures is superfluous, for they are dictated by

the Holy Ghost,&quot; These might be extended to

any length. S. Basil says, &quot;Let therefore the

Scriptures, which are inspired of God, decide for

us.&quot;
3

S. Gregory of Xazianzura says,
&quot; But we

who extend the diligence (i.
e. the operation) of

the Spirit even to every, the least point and line

(of the Scriptures), will never grant, for it is not

right we should, that even the least actions by

them commemorated were written without in

tention.&quot;
4

S. Gregory Xyssen says,
&quot; Whatever

the Sacred Scriptures declare are the utterances

of the Holy Ghost. Therefore, the holy Prophets

filled by God are inspired by the power of the

Holy Ghost, and the whole of Scripture is there

fore said to be divinely inspired/
5

T will only add

one more. S. John Damascene says, -The Law,

Prophets, Evangelists and Apostles, Pastors and

1 Horn. XiT/J. in Geiicsim.

2 Horn. XXT. ct XLIL in Gen.
&quot;

Kpiftf. ail Eustathium.
4 ratio Sccuuda, sect. cv. torn. i. p. 60.

5 Ontt. VI. cont. Eunoui. torn. ii. p. G05.
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Doctors, spoke by the Holy Ghost; so that the

whole Scripture inspired hy God without doubt is

useful.&quot;
1

For the Latin Fathers, passages might he in

definitely multiplied. The following will suffice.

S. Augustine says of the Scripture,
&quot; In it God

Himself speaks.&quot;
:

&quot;Holy Scripture is the hand-

writ ing of God,
1

the adorable style and pen of

the Spirit of God.&quot;
&quot; The faith wavers if the

authority of the Divine Scriptures is shaken.&quot;
5

&quot;They are laboring to destroy the autbority of

the Holy Scripture, who ascribe to it any false

hood.&quot;
6

&quot; In Scripture there is no place for either

emendation or doubt.&quot;
7

S. Gregory the Great says, &quot;The author of the

book is the Holy Ghost. He therefore wrote

these things who dictated them to be written.

1 De Fide Orlhod. lib. iv. c. 17.

2 S. Aug. Confi xx. lib. xiii. cap. 4-J, torn. i. p. 241.

a S. Aug. Enarrat. in Ps. cxliv. cap. 17, torn. iv. p.

1620.

4 S. Aug. Confess, lib. A ii. cap. 27, torn. i. p. 143.

5 S. Aug. DC Doct. Christ, lib. i. cap. 41, torn. iii. p. 18.

6 8. Aug. DC Sa.nct. Virg. cap. 17, torn. vi. p. 348.
7 S. Aug. contr. Faust, lib. xi. capp. iv. and v. torn,

viii. pp. 221, 222.
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He Himself wrote who inspired them in the act

of writing.
l Whatsoever the Fathers declare in

the sacred oracles, they declare not from them

selves, but they received them from God.&quot;
2

S. Ambrose, speaking of the sacred authors,

says, They wrote not by art, but by grace. For

they wrote those things which the Spirit gave

them to speak.
3

Such are the statements of three of the four

groat doctors of the Church.

It is clear that these Fathers had no thought of

error or uncertainty in the sacred text, but ex

tended the dictation of the Holy Spirit to the

whole extent of the books of the Old and New

Testament as simply the Word of Clod. They

may be taken to represent the mind of the whole

Church in the ages which went before the period

of controversy as to the nature of Inspiration.
&quot;-

Temporal Ml^iou of the Holy G/tost, by Cardinal

Manning.

1 S. Greg. Mor. in Job, prsef . cap. i. sect. 2, torn. i. p. 7.

2 S. Greg. Lib. iii. in prim. Reg. cap. i. sect. 8, torn,

iii. pars. 2, p. 115.

3 S. Amb. Ep. class, i. opist. viii. sect. i. torn. iii. p. 817.
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APPENDIX B.

IRENJEUS AND THE VIRGIN BIRTH.

BUT what Isaiah said, &quot;From the height above,

or from the depth beneath,&quot;
l was meant to indi

cate, that &quot; He who descended was the same also

who ascended.&quot;
~ But in this that he said, The

Lord Himself shall give you a
sign,&quot; he declared

an unlooked-for thing with regard to His gener

ation, which could have been accomplished in no

other way than by God the Lord of all, the God

Himself giving a sign in the house of David.

For what great thing or what sign should have

been in this, that a young woman conceiving

by a man should bring forth, a thing which

happens to all women that produce ofi sprino-?

But since an unlooked-for salvation was to be

provided for men through the help of God, so

also was the unlooked-for birth from a virgin

accomplished; God giving this sign, but man
not working it out.

On this account also, Daniel,
3

foreseeing His

advent, said that a stone, cut out without hands,

J Isa. vii. 11. 2 Ep ] lt jv _ 10. s rjan. ii. 34.
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came into this world. For this is what &quot; with

out hands&quot; means, that His coming into this

world was not by the operation of human hands,

that is, of those men who are accustomed to stone-

cutting ;
that is, Joseph taking no part with re

gard to it, but Mary alone co-operating with the

pre-arranged plan. For this stone from the earth

derives existence from both the power and the

wisdom of God. Wherefore also Isaiah says:

Thus saith the Lord, Tiehold, I deposit in the

foundations of Zion a stone, precious, elect, the

chief, the corner-one, to bo had in honor.&quot;
1

So,

then, we understand that His advent in human

nature was not by the will of a man, but by the

will of God.

Wherefore also Moses giving a type, cast his

rod upon the earth,
2 in order that it, by becoming

flesh, might expose and swallow up all the oppo

sition of the Egyptians, which was lifting itself

up against the pre-arranged plan of God
;

3 that

the Egyptians themselves might testify that it is

the finger of God which works salvation for the

people, and not the son of Joseph. For if lie

i Isa. xxviii. 16.
2 Ex. vii. 9.

8 Ex. viii. 19.
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were the son of Joseph, how could he be greater

than Solomon, or greater than Jonah,
1 or greater

than David,
2 when He was generated from the

same seed and, was a descendant of these

men? And how was it that Tie also pronounced
Peter blessed, because he acknowledged Him to

be the Son of the living God?
;i

But besides, if indeed He had been the son of

Joseph, Tie could not, according to Jeremiah, bo

either king or heir. For Joseph is shown to be

the son of Joachim and Jechoniah, as also Mat
thew sets forth in his pedigree.

4 Hut Jechoninh,
and all his posterity, were disinherited from the

kingdom; Jeremiah thus declaring, &quot;As I live,

saith the Lord, if Jechoniah the sou of Joachim

king of Judah had been made the signet on my
right hand, I would pluck him thence, and de

liver him into the hand of those seeking thy life.&quot;
5

And again : Jechoniah is dishonored as a useless

vessel, for he lias been cast into a land which he

knew not. Earth, hear the word of the Lord :

Write this man a disinherited person; for none

1 Matt, xii. 41
, 42. 2 Matt. xxii. 43. 8 Matt. xvi. 17.

4 Matt. i. 12-16. 6
Jer&amp;lt; xxii&amp;lt; 04, 25&amp;gt;
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of his seed, sitting on the throne of David, shall

prosper, or be a prince in Jiidali.&quot;
] And again,

God speaks of Joachim his father :

&quot; Therefore

thus saith the Lord concerning Joachim his

father, king of Judca. There shall, he from him

none sitting upon the throne of David : and his

dead body shall be cast out in the heat of day,

and in the frost of night. And I will look upon

him, and upon his sons, and will bring upon them

and upon the inhabitants of Jerusalem, upon the

land of Judah, all the evils that I have pronounced

against them.&quot;
2

Those, therefore, who say that

lie was begotten by Joseph, and that they have

hope in Him, do cause themselves to be disinher

ited from the; kingdom, falling under the curse and

rebuke directed against Jechoniah and his seed.

J5ecau*e for this reason have these things been

spoken concerning Jechoniah, the [Holy] Spirit

foreknowing the doctrines of the evil teachers ;

that they may learn that from this seed that is,

from Joseph He was not to be born, but that,

according to the promise of God, from David s

belly the king eternal is raised up, who sums up

1 Jer. xxii. 28, etc. 2 Jor. xxxvi. 30, 31.
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all things in Himself, and has gathered into

Himself the ancient formation [of man].
1

For as by one man s disobedience sin entered,

and death obtained [a place] throng] i sin; so

also by the obedience of one man, righteousness

having been introduced, shall cause life to fruc

tify in those persons who in times past were

dead. 2 And as the protoplast himself, Adam,
had his substance from untllled and as yet vir

gin soil
(&quot;for

God had not yet sent rain, and

man had not tilled the ground
&quot; :;

),
and was formed

by the hand of God, that is, by the Word of God,

for &quot; all things were made by Him,&quot;
4 and the

Lord took dust from the earth and formed man
;

so did lie who is the Word, recapitulating Adam

in Himself, rightly receive a birth, enabling Him

to gather up Adam [into Himself], from Mary,

who was a virgin. If then, the first Adam had

a man for his father, and was born of human

seed, it were reasonable to say that the second

Adam was begotten of Joseph. But if the for

mer was taken from the dust, and God was his

1 Harvey prefixes this last clause to the following sec

tion. 2 Rom. v. 19. s Gen. ii. 5. * John i. 3.
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maker, it was incumbent that the latter also, mak

ing a recapitulation in Himself, should be formed

as man by God, to have an analogy with the for

mer as respects His origin. Why, then, did not

God again take dust, but wrought so that the

formation should be made of Mary? Tt was

that there might not be another formation called

into being, nor any other which should [require

to] be saved, but that the very same formation

should be summed up [in Christ as had existed

in Adam], the analogy having been preserved.

Af/ainst Heresies, bk. a, c. itt, nn. 6-10.

ZAHX AXD THE VIRGIN BIRTH.

St. John relates as little as St. Mark does of

the Birth and childhood of Jesus. . . . Never

theless no uncertainty exists as to what he

thought about it. The Logos has become flesh

as men are flesh. But he is also the Son of God,

and indeed from His Birth, He could not have

been this if He, like other men, had been the

production of human nature, which propagates

itself. Men are thus flesh by nature, and only

subsequently, through the new birth given by
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God, become the children of God. If he is from

birth in an extraordinary and unique sense Avhat

the other children of men become in the course

of their lives by virtue of a power given them by

Christ, and in the sense of a drawing near to

Him which reaches on into eternity (1 John 8 : 2),

His Birth must stand in an extraordinary sense

for that for which their second birth stands.

But St. John has expressed himself most fully on

the latter point immediately before the sentence

about the Logos becoming flesh (1 : 13), and he

has united by means of an &quot; and &quot; the two state

ments that the children of men became the

children of God, and the Logos became living

Man, and at the same time the Only-begotten

Son of God. The parallel is so startling that in

the earliest times and even in the most remote

districts it was supposed that verse 13 referred

directly to the Generation of Christ, and the text

was altered in consequence.
1 No intelligent per-

1 Irenaeus (iii. 1C : 2 ; 19 : 2
;
v. 1 : 3), and Tcrtullian

(De carne, 19), both of whom had only a Greek New
Testament in their hands, knew no other text than that

which was otherwise only supported by Latin witnesses

for John i. 13
( qui. . . nut us e.st

&quot;)
. If one compares the
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son would now think of pronouncing this altered

text to be the original. But the impression,

from which the alteration in the text arose, was

right and is inevitable that the Evangelist had

in his mind the narratives of the Conception and

Birth of the Son of God when he wrote his ac

count of the begetting of the children of God.

Why was he not content to say that man did not

become the child of God by natural birth nor by

a repetition of that birth, if such had been pos

sible (cf.
8 : 4-0), but only through the power of

anew life proceeding directly from God? The

express denial of the will of man in particular, as

a co-operating factor in the begetting of the

children of God, has never been credibly ex

plained by any one who has denied the conscious

reference in an extraordinary sense to the Con

ception and Birth of the Son of God. The

Articles of the Apostles Creed, pp. 134-6 (London,

1899).

context and the quotation in Iren. iii. 19 :2 with Just.

Dial. Oo, OHO can hardly doubt Justin had this reading.

Tertullian seeks to prove that the text now generally

recognized, and maintained by the Valeiitinians, is un

reasonable.
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The Acts of Saint Alexander I, Pope and Martyr, are dis
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objections presented by a learned theologian against the

doctrine of the third paper are dealt with.
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THE SYMBOL OF THE APOSTLES.

&quot; Th3 author, a brilliant alumnus of the Roman Seminary

of Propaganda, and a highly appreciated contributor to several

Catholic periodicals, is at once a metaphysician and a scholar.

His refutation of Harnack s theory concerning the Creed bears

the impress of this twofold quality of his subtle and searching

mind. We believe the refutation in question is complete.&quot;

MOT. L. A. Paquet, of Laval University, in La Nouvelle

France.



&quot; It is a relief to come across a work like the Symbol of the

Apostles, after the dreary waste of academic discussions that

centre about this well-worn confession of Christian faith.&quot;

Very Rev. Dr. Shahan, in The Catholic University Bulletin.

&quot; The student; be lie a Roman Catholic, or a catholic-

minded Presbyterian, or an out-and-out disciple of John

Calvin, will read Dr. MacDonald s Symbol of the Apostles

with interest and not without
profit.&quot;

The Presbyterian

Witness,

&quot; The Symbol of the Apostles is a work of great erudition,

and I congratulate the publishers on the way they have

executed their
part.&quot; f N. C. Matz, Bishop of Denver.

Price.. $1.00 net.

&quot; Its chapters are pregnant with thought. . . . The work

is well done, clear, definite, and quite complete.&quot; The Catholic

Transcript.

&quot; It is lucid and easy in style, concise in arrangement, and

magnetic in its erudition.&quot; Tlie CatJiolic Register.

&quot; This work is all it professes to be. It might also be

styled twenty-live excellent sermons on the Apostles Creed.

The Church Progress.

&quot; We recommend this volume to our readers for their use

and as a most appropriate gift to the inquiring Protestant. &quot;-

The Catholic Record.

Price 60 Cts. net.
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THE SACRIFICE OF THE MASS.

&quot; This is a book of the highest merit, and one that should

be in the hands of both the clergy and laity.&quot;
The Catholic

Colit in hian- Record.

&quot;The three chapters are headed: r. The True Idea of

Sacrifice. 2. History of the Sacrificial Idea in the Mass.

3. The Sacrificial Idea in the Mass. A careful analysis of

each chapter precedes the work, and an appendix of quota

tions is added.&quot; The Sacred Heart Review.

&quot;

Theologians will find this book luminous and interesting.&quot;

Tlic J illslui/-f; Catiiolic.

&quot; Tiiis explanation sets the reality of the sacrifice of the

Mass in a new light and defends it against the more or less

rationalist theories that have been recently broached. No

doubt this bor.k, like the Symbol of th,- Af-osltes, will excite

comment.&quot; 77w Canadian Messenger of the Sacred Heart.

&quot; To us the most luminous part of it seems his discussion

of the Last Supper and its relation to the Cross. We are all

so prone or so impelled by our limitations to regard truth as

if it were a set of separate texts, like people walking in a

wooded country where they can only see small spaces one by

one, that the most helpful writer is he who guides us to an

eminence where we can see that things we thought diverse

are but ore or parts of one whole.&quot; The Casket.

&quot; A second reading has deepened the first impression. I

really think you have made a valuable contribution to theolo

gical science.&quot; Right Rev. Dr. MacNeil, Bishop of St.

George, Nfld., in a letter to the author.

&quot; The Sacrifice of the Mass,&quot; by the Very Rev. Alex.

McDonald, D. D., is &quot;an historical and doctrinal inquiry into

the nature of the Eucharistic Sacrifice.&quot; Within the compass
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of six score pages, Dr. McDonald gives a succinct, scholarly,

and adequate demonstration of the fact that the traditional

Catholic conception of Holy Mass as being identically the

same Sacrifice primarily offered at the Last Supper and

on the Cross a conception attested to by a cloud of wit

nesses throughout the centuries is the very truth. As in

the author s previous works, &quot;The Symbol of the Apostles&quot;

and &quot;The Symbol in Sermons,&quot; there is in this little volume

abundant evidence of many-sided erudition, trenchant logic,

luminous exposition, and that suggestiveness of reserved

power which stamps the work of the well-equipped scholar.

The book is brought out in neat and attractive form by the

Christian Press Association Publishing Company, New York.

Ave Maria, July 8th, 1905.

Price 60 Cts. net, Postage, extra, 6 Cts.
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